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Castoria Is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a barmiest; substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups. anti Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarattee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mother's. Castoria destroyte Worms and ellayis
feverishness& Castor's' prevents vomiting Sour Curd.,
cures Diarrhtea and Wind Calle_ Canted's. relieees
teething troubles. cures constipation seerl flatulency.
Castortas assimilates the ft...d, regulates the stomach
a•4 bowels. giving healthy sou aatstreel sleep. Cattle
tarts tha Childretes Paneeeis- rec. mos laces Friesi
d.
Castoria.
_
*Oneterla leas excel ,..ut melt.' r
Ina Lahore ham retwateily tort me or lot
peg Mama epos tear uhilltssa."
12. 0. °emote,
Iowan, Maim
• •Claillarit is the hem on-sety for eltildnin of
'rake I am seer tinted. I hope the day is not
ler Enema when mothers will comets, Un real
Marrs* or their children, and um Castora in-
stead of the various gullet seetrums which are
learoying their lowed ante by forcing opium,
momenta. wading syrup and other huerful
waft dew, 1.1sMr trurelle thereer InesneC
toms to premature graves."
Dm J. ft nersrmam
Ouensay, Ark.
s 
Castoria.
ambria Is so we., artapusli Lorimer...0.m
I moomasead as_or-o-sar mans meterspsam
Snows to ma."
A. eaerega, IL
Ill So. %.feel Brooltlya, P. T.
oar p.vsiota.ns in the chItIrcan'a depart&
swot hare spoken hirdly Metz (reset-
euce In their outside pracuce with ("smarm.
end alt.1 OLly 11.i. anong OW'
Inb6111.211 ;implies what ia known ad mend/4r
producta yet we nre free to confess that the
merits of '...Meorta has woo us to look wit\
tests twin it "
Utirrao Ilnisrrab Aso Dowansuar,
Buenas, area
au.= c. Same, are•,
The Cleatalase Cempaery, TT klarray Street, ire-z York Mei
Ferd Schmit, Agt
Grand Bargains!
Latest Novelties in Millinery.
The Freshest Fashion! Attractive Straw Goods! Plu-
teans and Dress Hats! New Sailor Shapes! Magi' fieent
Ril,bonP! Flowers and Feathers! Beautiful Laces! All
Sorts of Pretty Trimmings! Prophicies for Summer! Some.
thing New Every Week! Call and See Them. Terms Cash!
Mrs. Ada Layne, Cor 9 & Main Sts•
GORMAN & SON
Have a large and complete line
of Spring and Summer Suitings
at prices as low as the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
and see them.
NO. 22. EAST NINTH ST.
The Finest Millinery
: AT COHEN'S. :
Finest Hats of all kinds. Come
at once and get your bargains.
Morris Cohen,
Main St.. next door to 1st National Bank.
SAMUEL HODGSON
Manufacturer and Imorter of
Italian Marble Tablets
n d tatuery. Scotch,
Sweed and the most
desirable E as t e
Granite monuments.
41) years experience enables u: to say we lead
in this section in our line None but the best
material used. Mr. F. M. Whitlow is our solici-
tor for work.
C. RANBLItY. M. SHRIKE.
People's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs.
Railroad St., Between Tenth & Eleventh,:
1=10=IINT
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned te
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams lied
sainsiere All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed.
u"RifirkiiNATHY & GAISif"
TOMO COMMIH1011 MOIC111111,
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE.
HOPK1NSVILLE, KY.
W . WHEILLICS. P. II. SAXON, Bookkeeper. .10H N N. NMI.
WHEELER, MILLS & co.,
Tonna Wareliatisom 846 Commissin Plerchnis
AND GRAIN DEALERS.
FIREPROOI WARE ROUE ROSSELLVILLEAND RAILROAD I [is. rtivKvitir, KY.
Liberal Advance on Cosialginnents. All Tobacco sent us covered by insurance.
ONLY ONE .11-DGMENT.
REV. DR. TALMAGe DISCUSSES A CHI-
MERICAL EXPECTATION.
-
lip Says There Is No Bea entail of Judgment
In the Next World- "ilie erdiet to Baited
Upon Our Earthly Elves The Final
C6anee.
Bneeieeve, Juno le-Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage, who is now on his round the
world journey, has selected as the sub-
ject for his sermon through the press to-
day "Another Chance," the text being
taken from Ecclesiastes xi, 3, "If the
tree fall toward the south or toward the
north, in the place where the tree fall-
eth there it shall be."
There is a hovering hope in the minds
eif a vast multitude that thero will be
in opportunity in the next world to cor-
rect the mistakes of this; that if we
do make complete shipwreck of our
earthly life it will be on a shore, up
which we may welk to a palace; that,
:se a defendant may hese his case in the
ciienit court and carry it up to the su-
preme ceurt or court of chancery and
get a reversal of judgment in his be-
half, all the (-este; being thrown over
on the other party, so, if we fail in the
earthly trial, we may in the higher ju-
risdiction of ete.rnity have the jueignient
of the lower court set 'wade, all the cores
remitted, and we may be victorious de-
fendants forever. My object in this
sermon is to show that counnee Renee
ass well as my text declares that such an
expectation is chimerical. Yon gay that
the impenitent man, having got into the
next world and seeing the disaster, will,
as a result of that detester, turn. the pain
the cause of his reformation. But you
can find 10,000 ingtances in this world
of men who have done wrong, and dis-
trees overtook them suddenly. Did the
distress heal them? No; they went
right on.
That man was flung of dissipation&
"You mast stop drinking," said the
doctor, "and quit the famt life you are
leading, or it will destroy you." The
patient suffers paroxysm after paroxysm,
but under gkillful medical treatment he
begins to eit up, begins .o walk about
the room, begins to go to business.
And, lo, he gees back to the game
grogshop for his morning dram, and
his evening drane and the drams be-
tween. j'lat down again! Same doc-
tor! Same physical anguish! Same
medical warning! Now the Ulnae ir
more protracted, the liver ie more stub-
born, the stomach more irritable, and
the digestive organs are more rebellious.
But after awhile he is out again, goo,
back to the same dramehops and goes;
the squaw rotind of sacrilege against hie
physical health.
Suffering Delire Not Always Reform.
He Seta that his eloweward euurse is
ruining his household; that his life is a
perpetual perjury against his marriage
vow; that that broken hearted woman is
io unlike the menet° young wife whom
he married that her old echeelinatets do
not recognize her; that his sons axe to
be taunted for a lifetime by the father's
lrunkennoss; that the daughters ate to
pass into life under the scarification of
a disreputable! aneo+tor. He is drinking
ap their happinees, their prispects for
this life, and perhaps for the life to
come. Sometimnes an appreciation of
what he is doing comes upoe him. His
ttervous system is all a-tangle. From
erown of head to sole of foot he is one
aching, rasping, crucifying, damning
tenure. Where is he? In hell on earth.
Does it reform him?
After awhile he has delirium tre-
mens, with a whole jungle of hissing
reptiles let out on his pillow, and his
screams horrify the neighbors as he
daehes out of his bed, crying, "Take
these things off me!" As he sits pale
and convalescent the doctor gays:
"Now, I want to have suulaiss tea vita
you, my near ieitow. Tne next antics
of this kind you have you will be be-
yond all medical skill, and yore will
die." He gets better and goes forth into
the same round again. This time medi-
eine takes no effect. ebnieultation of
physicians agree in saying there is uo
hope. Death ends the ecene.
That process of inebriation, waruing
and dissolution is going on within a
stone's throw of you, going on in all the
neighborhoods of Christendom. Pain
does not correct Suffering does not re-
form. Whet is true iu one sense is true
iu all senses and will forever be so, and
yet meu are expecting iu the next world
purgatorial nenvenation. Take up the
printed reports of tne prisons of the
United gtates, and you will find that
the •ast majority of the incarcerated
have been there before, some of them
four, five, six times. With 1;000,000 il-
lustrations all working the other way in
this world, people are expecting that
distress in the next state will be naive-
tes/. You cannot imagine any worse tor-
ture in any other world than that which
some men here suffered here, and with-
out any salutary consequence.
Prospects of Peters'.
Furthermore, the prospect of a refor-
mation in the uext world is more im-
probable then a reformation here. In
this world t4e) life reelect' with inter-
eence of infancy. In the case supposed
the other life will open with all the
eccumulatal bad habits of many years
upon him. Surely it is easier to build
a strong ship out of new timber than
out of an old bulk that has been ground
up in the treakerg. If with innocence
to start with iu this life a man does
not become godly, what prospect is
there that in the next world, etartirg
with sin, there would be a seraph eve-
Inted? Surety the sculptor has more
prospect of making a fine statue out of
a block of pure white Perim' marble
than out of an old black rock eeamed
and cracked with the storms of a half
century. Surely upon a clean white
"sheet of pear it is easier to write a
deed or a wet than upon a sheet of pa-
per all scriebled and blotted and tern
from top to bottom. Yet men seem to
think that, though the life that began
here oomparatively perfect turned out
badly, the next life will succeed, though
it starts with a dead failure.
"But," says some one, "I think we
ought te have a chance in the next life,
becanae this life is RO short it allows
only small opportunity. We hardly have
time to turn around between cradle and
tomb, the wood of the one almost touch.
ing the marble of the other." But de
you know what made the ancient deluge
netassity? It was the longevity of the
antediluvians. They were worse in the
second century of their lifetime than
in the first hundred years, and still
worse in the third mann. end sok:
to 44..115 Int Me Oa; on ev uov gene
900 year+, and the earth easel to be
washed and acrubbed and reeked and
anchored clear out of sight for more
than a mon•li before it could be made
fit for decent people to live in.
Longevity never cures impettitenoy.
All the picture* of Time repreeent him
with a scythe to cut, but I never saw
any picture of Time with a ease of med-
icine"; to heal. Seneca mays that Nero for
the first five years of his public life waa
set up for an example of clemency and
kindness, but his path all the way de-
scended until at 88 A. D. he became a
suicide. If 800 years did not make ante-
diluvians any better, but only made them
worse, the awe of eternity could have no
effect except prolongation of depravity.
litany Wrongs Do Not Mahe a Right.
"But," says some one, "in the future
state evil surrouudings will he with-
drawn and elevated influences embed-
toted, tuel hence expurgation and subli-
mation and glorification." But the
righteous, all their semi forgiven, have
passed on into a bean& state, and con-
sequently the unsaved will be left alone.
It cannot be expected that Dr. Duff,
who exhaugted himself in teaching Hiu-
doom the way to heaven, and Dr. About,
who gave his life in the evangelization
of China, and Adoniram Judson. who
toiled for the nedemption of Borneo,
shonld be sent down by some celestial
misaionary gewiety to edmate thews who
waisted all their earthly existence.
Evangelistic and missionary efforts aro
I ended. The entire kingdom of the moral
baukruet bY themselves, where are
tile teevatory namences to eonie treni?
Can one speeklal mule bail apple iu a
barrel of diecaseil apples turn the other
applese gooa? Cali these. who are them-
selves eleven help others up? Ceti these.
who have themeelves failed the. base
Mee of the Y. lu I pay thee debts of their
spirituar ineolvents? Can a million
wrengs make one right?
Peneropelis was a city where King
Philip of Thrace' put all the. bad people
of his kingdom. If aey new heel opened
a primary wheel at Ponerepolis, I do not
think thee parents from other cilia-
would have sent their children there.
Insteed of aim-mime-1 in the other
world, all the! associations, uow that the
good are evolved, will be degenerating
and down. You would not want to Rad
a man 14/ a eholera or yellow fever hos-
pital fur his health, and tho great lers-
aretto of the next world, cote:ening the
diseaseel and plague struck, will be a
poor place for meral recevery. If the
surroundings in this world were crowd-
ed of temptation, the Nurroundings of
the next world, after the righteous; have
passed up and on, will be a thousand
per cent more crowded of temptation.
From Freshntan to Senior.
The Count of Ceateaubriand made
his little sun sleep t night at the top
of a castle turret, where the winds
howled, and where specters were said
to haunt the place, and while the moth-
er and sisters alpiret died with fright
the son tells Ue that the procees gave.
him nerves that could not tremble and
a courage that never faltered. lita I
don't think that towers of darkness's and
the spectral world swept by sireoce and
enroelydon will ever fit one for the land
of eternal sunshine. I wender what is
the curriculum of that college of in-
ferno where, after proper preparation
by the sins of this life, the candidate.
enters, pureeing on from freshman class
of depravity to sophomore of abanden-
ment, and from sophomore to junior,
and from junior to Renee, and day of
graduation oomes, and with diplopia
signed ty eaten, the presideut, and eith-
er profeesorial demoniac& attesting that
the candidate) has been long enough un-
der their drill, he parities up to enter
heaven! Pandemonium a preparative
course for heavenly admission! Ah, my
friends, Ratan and hie eoherts have fitted
uncounted millions for ruin, but nevei
fitted one soul for happinesee
Furthermore, it would not be safe for
this World if men had another chance
in the next. If it had been announced
that, however wickedly a man might
act in this world, he. con'el fix it up ;el
right in the next, peociety would be ter-
ribly denioralized, and the human race
demolished in a few years. The fear
that if we are bad and unforgiven here
it will not be well for us in the next
existence is the chief influence that
keeps civilization from rushing back to
semilearbarisne and semilarbarism from
rushing into midnight savagery, and
midnight savagery front extinction, for
it is the astringent impression of all na-
tiona, Christem and heathen, that there
is no future chance for these who have
wasted this.
Multitudes of men who are kept with-
in bounds would say: "Go to, now! Let
me get all out of this life there is in it.
Come, gluttony and inebriation sued
uncleaniess and revenge and all semi,-
ahem and wait upon nit!! My life me y
be somewhat 'shortened iu this world by
dissolutenew, but that will only male
heavenly indulgence on a larger seete
the sooner possible. I will o:ertake the
saints at last and will enter the beta en-
ly temple only a little later than tie.'
who behaveci themselves here. I will ese
my way to heaven take a little wider
excursion than those who were on eaiih
pestle and I shall go te heaven via ge-
hernia and via &heel." Anothex cheeee
in the next world means free license aud
wild abandonment in thie.
The Post Mortem.
Supporme you were a party in an im-
portant case at law, and you knew treat
OrtillitaWN liksiVniii,41tMutfig
first trial would be of little impurtaeiees,
but that the second would decide every-
thing, for which trial wonld you make
the most preparation, for which retain
the &bleed es•orneys, for which be niost
anxious about the attendance of wit-
names? You would pnt all the strong
upon the ascend trial, all the anxiety,
all the expenditure, saying, "The first
ts nothing; the last is everything."
Give the race aesurance of a second and
MOTO important trial iu the eubteequent
life, aud all tee preparation for eternity
would be "poet mortem," post ftmeral,
post septilchral, and the world with
one jerk be pitched off into impiety and
godltagnees.
Furtherrieire, let me ask why a chance
should be given in the next world if we
have refused innunmerable chances in
this? Suppose you give a banquet, and
you invite a vast number of friend& but
one man decline)) to come or treate
your invitation with indifference. You
in the eourse of 20 years gfve 20 ban-
quets. and them sanie man is invited to
them all and treate them all in the same
obnoxious way. After awhile you re-
move to another house, larger and bet-
ter, and you again invite your frierebe
but send no invitation to the man whe
declined ur neglected the other iuvita-
flows. Are von to blanw? Hee he e.
ngrit to expect to tie iusiesu Auer. ae
the indignities he hae done you? God
in this world has invited us all to the
banquet of his grace. He invited us by
his providonces and his spirit 365 days
of every year since we knew our right
hand from our left. If we declined it
every time or tnated the invitation
with indifference anti gave 23 or 40 or 5e
years of indignity on our part toward
the banqueter, and at last he spreads
the banquet in a more luxurious and
kingly place, amid the heaveuly gax-
dens, have we a right to expect hini tie
invite us again, and have we a right tee
blame him if he dote not invite us?
Only Ono Offer.
If 12 gate* of salvation stood open 20
years or 50 yean; for our adinissien. and
at the end of that time the/ are closed,
can we) eeemplain of it and say: "These
gates ought to be open again. (live Us
another chance?" If the steamer is to sail
for Hamburg, and we want to get to
Germany by that line, arid we road in
every evening muel every morning news
paper that it wal nail on a certain day.
for two weeks we have that advertiee-
mete befOTP, OUT eyes, and then we ut)
down to the docks 15 minutes after it
has shoved off inta the stream and say:
"Come. tack! Give me another chance:
It is net fair to treat nie in this way!
Swing up to the dock again ana throw
out planks and let mem eerie) on board!'
Such behavior would invite arrest as a
madman.
And if, after the gospel ship has lain
at anchor before our eyes for ye•ars eine
years, and all the. benign veiees of earth
and heaven haves urged us to get ome
board, as she might sail away at any
monient, and after awhile. she Rails
without us, is it ceninion dense to ex-
pect her to come back? You might ae
well go out on tbe highlaeds at Nave
sink and call to the Majestic after she
haa been three days eut und expect her
to return as to call leave an opportunity
for heaven when it once has sped away.
All heaven offered us as a gratuity, amid
for a lifetime we refuse to take it, and
then rush on the Nests of Jchovah's
buckler demanding another chance.
There ought to be, there can be, there
will be, no such thing as posthumous
opportunity. Thus our cemniou sense.
agrees with my text, "If the tree fall
toward tho south or toward the north,
in the! plane where the tree falleth there
it shall be."
You see that thie idea lifts this world
up from au nuimpertant way station to
a platform of edupeneleas issues anti
make* n11 eternity whirl around this
hear. lint one trial for which all thee
preparatien must be made in this weald
or never made at all. That piles up all
the emphaseis and all the climaxes and
all thee destinies into life here. No oth-
er chance! Oh, how that augments the
value and the importance of this chance!
Alexander with his army Meet GO sur-
round a city nud then would lift a
great light in token to the people that
if they nurrrendered before that light
wicut out all would be well, but if owes
the light went out then the battering
rams tt'ottitt rvatig it4.;:ttitst tin•
4141111oliti011 and ter wei11141 tolIoNV.
Well, all 44-44 11e1.41 do for OUT present
and everla.eting safety is tee male) eur-
render to Christ, the king and cou-
quereer-surrender of eur hearts, surren-
der ef leer hies, euirerele ref verything.
Awl hie keeps a great light burning, light
if geeeel Meant:en, light kindleel NV1111
the wood of the. cress anti flaming up
egaiust thee dark night of our sin fuel
sorrow. Suzetader while that great light
oontinueve to Dune fee after it goes out
there will le no other opportunity of
making peen with tied through our
Lord, Jesus l'hrimt. Talk of another
chance!! Why, this is a supernal chanee!
Chunee In the Next World.
In the tinie of Edward VI, at the.
battle of Musselburg, a private see-
(her, seeing that the! Earl of Huntley
had loat his helmet, ex& off his own
helmet and put it upon the head of the.
earl, and the head of the private neither
uncovered be was soon slain, while his
commander esie safely out of the bat-
tle!. But in our eUSe, instead of a pri-
vate soldier offering helmet to an earl,
it is a king putting his (crown upon en
unworthy etieject, the king dying that
we! might live. Tell it to all points of
the compare. Tell it to night and day.
Tell it to all earth and heaven. Tell it
to all centeries, all age.14, all millen-
niums, that we have such a magnificeed
chance in this world that we need no
other chance in the. mat.
I am in the burnished judgment hall
of the lust !ley. A great white throw
is lifted, but the judge. hale not yet tak-
en it. While *e are waiting for his ar-
rival I hear immortal spirits in conver-
sation. "What are yen waiting litre
for?" says a seal that went up from
Madagascar to a soul that ruseendee
from America. The latter says, "!
came (rent America, wile re 40 years I
heard the geepel preached and Bible
read, and from the prayer that I 1...a..e;
in Mane/ at my mother's knee until
my last hour I had gospel nevautages,
but for some reason I did not make thee
Christian einem, and I am here waiting
for the Judge to give mu a new trial
and another chalice." "Strange!" says
the other. "I had but one gutcpel call
in Madagaecar, and I accepted it, and
do not need another chance."
The Judgment.
"Why are you here?" says ono who
on earth had feebleet inellect to one
who had great brain and eilvery tongue
and scepters of influence. The. latter re-
sponds: "Oh, I knew more than my fel-
lows. I mastered libraricse and had
learnee titles from collo .4-s, 511(1 my
name war; a synonym for eloquence and
pewee. And yet I neglected my euul,
and I am here waiting for a nett. triaL "
"Strange," Kays the one of the feeble.
earthly capacity. "I knew but little of
worldly knowledge, but I knew (eirist
and made him my partner, and I have
no need of auother chance."
Now the ground trembles with the
approaching chariot. The great folding
doors of the hall owing open. "Stand
back!" cry the. celestial ushers. "Stand
back, and let the judge' of quick and
dead pass through!•' He takes the
throne, and looking over the throng of
nations he says, "Come to judgniene
the last judgment, the holy judgmentl'
By one flash from the throne all the his-
tory uf each one flames forth to the
vision of himself fuel all others.
"Divide!" says the judge to the as.sem-
bly. "Divide!" echo the walls.
"Divide!!" cry the linemen angelic.
And now the immortals separate,
ruehing this way anti that, and after
awhile there is a great aisle! between
them, and a great vacuum widening and
widening, and the judge, turuieg to the
throng on one side, gays, "Ho that it
righteous, let him be righttems still; and
he that is holy, let him be holy still,'
and then, turning toward the throng or
tee nneweeita side_ ne sava. • •tie teat le
unjust, let him be unmet ewe mot se
that is filthy, let him be filthy still,"
and thew- liftiese .ree.
-
eiet lane, fterTrec'''
fall toward the south or toward the
north, in the plaee where the tree
falleth there it shall be." Aud then
I hear something jar with a great
sound. It is the closing of the book of
judgment The judge aseende the stairs
behind the throee. The. hall of the last
assize is cleared and shut- The high
court of eteffity is adjour. ued forever.
THOSE THREE FIRES.
DR. TALMAGE DISCUSSES THE BURN-
ING OF THE TA3ERNACLES.
They Are Mysteries 1Vhieh Ile Will Wait
to Have Solved la the Creat Beyond- The
First Stage In the Great Preacher's Trlp
Around the World.
At half past 9 o'cloc% on the night of
May 14, 1894, I desceeded the front
steps of my home in Brooklyie The sen-
sation of leaving for a jearney an Rind
the world is not all made up of bright
anticipation. The miles to bo traveled
are ao numerous, the sea.; to be enlaced
aro so treacherous, the peradventuree
are so many, that the seilempities out-
nuniber the expectations. My family
accompany me to the railway true'.
Will we all meet again? The climatic
changes, the ships, the phoebe the hur-
ricanes, the bridge's, the curs, the epi-
demise, the pooeibilities, hinder nue
positivenese of prophecy. I come down
the front steps of my home. Will I ever
again ascend them? The remarks; made-
by Hon. William M. Everts a few even-
ings; before at the public reeeption-on
the ceinclusion of my twenty-fifth year
of Brooklyn pastorate-tbenigh uttend
facetiousness, wore! consolatory. He
said, "Dr. Talmage ought to realize-
that if he gees around the world he will
come out at the. sane. place from which
he started." May the (eel who hold,
the winds in one fist and the! ocean in
the hollow of the other hand protect us!
I leave home while the timbers of
our dtetroyeel church are still smoking.
Three gnat churches been con-
gamed. Why this rare s of huge. calaini
ties I know not. Had I not made ull the
arrangements fur de.parturei and been as
surveil by the. trustees of my church that
they would take all the respeasibilities
mem themelves, would have poet
pne.,1 ply II:tended tour or adjourned it
sorever, but all whom I have consulted
tell nee pow the time to go, and my
face is towarel the setting sun.
Six times before this have I else-wet
the American continent, and I beve
Keen the sun rise from the golden enteric
of them eastern sky and seen him buried
beneath the pimp of the western hori-
ton. Three girth's have been put areund
tee) Americau ceintinent-the Northern
Pacific, the Union Puente and the
Southern Pacific. All these girths have
been tightened, and the buckles are
moving ever and anon until the conti-
nent is hes anel lees ill cieninferenee.
When I first missed it, it took fully
seven days. Instead of the elegant din.
big cans of today, we "'teemed at mann-
rants with table covers indeacribable,
for the/ had on thou layers of othe.r
strata uf breakfasts insulting appear-
ance. The first time I ever taw Judee
field of the United States supreme
court wan at one of these talent; on the
Rocky mountains. Like myeelf, he had
dismounted from the Union Pacific
txain. We sat oppoNite each other. The
different counsels of food were put upon
the table, but his appetite and mine de-
clined everything presented. Our eyes
met, and wee burst into a guffaw of
laughter that was the introdoction of a
friendship that has been valuable to me
ever since. A smile as we'll as a tear
may open a chapter of hearty acquaint-
anceship.
What is the meaning of tho three
tired? Ais I leave, people in many lands
are discussing the question, for tele-
grams from acmes the! Atlantic as well
as from many parte of this country show
that the fiery news had leap...1 every
whither. Three vale strimetures (hellcat-
ed God awl the work of trying to
make the we nil bette-r gone. down, and
ail this.vrithia a few year& They were
well Atilt as to permanence and dura-
bility. All thee talk about these build-
ing* as mere firetrap+ is the usual Cant,
far thane runcth meeniar cant WI re-
-_ 
- 
-
ligioue tee:. Levi.) nee heiati et • f
last 41) pane of nny ceurcie Ley hall
or any theater which. after eestrue:iou
Wart 1141l el1.114.4t a firetrap? That charg.
ulways make.; it lively opening for miej
the-repent' of it Cr....
1441'11 /10 better strnctures,
secular or religious, put up in the. lase
25 years Mu' them ten e Brooklyi. Taber
flacks, and the nmeeles of e en Iron
them SO 111111044 that the theme:nee o
wershipere asset:Oiled in ally of then
could be put safely ou thee street inside
of five minutes. The fact is that the•re
nothing in thie world incombustible.
When t lie great Chicage emelt Lessem fine
tele& place., the y burned up k1011eS MK;
il%11. hUlllilll race will go on build-
iug inconsumable) churches, and incou
suinable banes, and hannsuraable store-
heasee, acid incenismnable ana
then all will bo censumed in the worlde
last fine.
Builders who hal largo experience
and eetablishe el nputation pronounced
the linsiklyn Tabernacles perfect struc-
ture& But what is time! meaning of the
three fires? Then. may be a hundred dif-
ferent lemons Icemen by a hundred dif-
ferent people, and legitimate nelsons_
As for myselLI adjouru the more of the
meaning to the next world. We will
learn there in twu neuutes more than
we can find out here in 60 years. With
that anticipation, mysteriee do uot often
bother me.
One reason for these consecutive dig-
esters may be) that the patience) of the
beet people in the world, the Luembenc
of thee Brooklyn Taberuacle, was to be
perfected. "Purifies! by fire." Mighty
discipline for one of the Lord's hoist&
Whether I ever meet them on earth or
not, it synth(' a theme of heavenly rem-
iuiseenee. Wei eliall talk it all over, the-
story of the three tires.
Another reason why the last church
went down may have been that some ot
ns were! idolizing the building, and the
Lord will met allow idolatry. The
house was such a "Midsummer Night's
Dream" of Is auty. lealiantment
in galleries and sprtnig in arches and
glorified in the light that eame through
windows, touching it with their deftest
fingent. The arcoosticg eo • rare that
theme:stele ef ears were in easy reach ef
common aceentuation. An cegan which
was a hallelueth set up in pipe and
banked in kees.wail ire for a umeicien's
niamparaien, mar W..1.1141 1,110 ou
gregatieeal sone ns erchaneel might
lead eceven. Glorious organ! When
it died clown inte the asacs of that fire,
lee-hap; its Foul weat up, where) Handel
and Haydn beetal to piny on it. The
eeet eupeen se:entice room that I 4 ver
ietteeloa Or ever e!../.4•el /0: Clc Ufa/ I I enter
the temple! of the tam 0:1 wee memorial
wall et that beilelimie, a stone whice I
had rolled eown froni Mornt Calvary,
where our Lead (nese amid two taller; of
tout, that were savael trem elount
anil brought tin cannle ecroes tile
le sett by my errameeecet, reed a part
ef Parrs wlece the queen of
rereece anew( (I ne., ham Mars bill.
Architecture ea eta te, o rrauel, to ap-
propriate, so s.igge-i7,t'vc, stneea.1(.11s!
One. of the dexelogite vf heeve a alight-
ere Well, perhatts we nein: ht too much
if it. When we think to L1110-141 OU:-
.Iiihtren, Lor.t tan-, them, and
alien we thinn too mera •  eur ehurce
the Lord ettepearily ten ov(s it.
I suppose nueteer rere-on for tae de-
parture et that tureen was that it had
lone itt work. Chureh buildings, like
inch' iduals, ecer eel:hell what they were
built for and then go. One p.reon lives
90 years, another -10 yeare auother three
rears, and when Gol takes eu
wiwther at ige cr 4e1 cr years.
is curled. This le I church
:toed three yeare, nod any person who
imows what multituelte have there as-
sembleel, mid whut trans:tenons for
Amery have there teeen pewee will
admit that it was well to build it, even
if we ha i known at the ctart that it
w°uld 'My in&tetitaniaHliefftiFignIs lasteseee
church we et elteve wa.e to keep me
humble. leo leed widened my
week three:eh Claisteudem, and with
two recepti. ns the! wee k before the cum-
emigration, tee one. a city reception pre-
sided over Ly our mayor, read the other
a national and intereational reception
presided over by one of tlw chief nem
uf the nation, who hael reeently stepped
from the presidential cabinet, and the
occasiou honored by addle rime aed let-
ters and cablegrams trent 1110141 Vs oriel-
wide fame. in church and etato, mei the
when seelle. brilliant beyeeel deterip-
non, and in compliment to myeelf, wlm
sea:4 brought up a fanner:: UT. then:
WaS danger that I might become iinffed
up and my soul be. weakened for future
week. I end lea t feel any stirring. of
that sort, mei had only felt a humble.
eratitude fur whet had been said asid
dont. by fiends transatlantic and eisat-
lantic, but I had entered full repents of
the meeting laid aside for future p nasal,
and I hall engaged the fleetest stenog-
rapher I know of to take) elown every
word, front the menthe doxology of the
first neeption to the benediction of the
lea reception, and stereo new, when
leas buey, I weenie take in all the elo-
einenete anti keel:less and splentler of
that memorable week. What might have
been thee reeult upon inyeelf I know not
I have seen upon others the withering
effect of human praise. A cold chill of
the world's neglect is no more destruct-
ive than the sunstreike from too much
heat ot pepular appreval. The disuestel
may have been eatileil, and it came. se
(lest. upon the• adulatien that it acted a
an everlasting prevention. In the light
I if that awful blaze. cif that Salebath in
Man 11,91, no self sufficiency could
stand a second.
Another reason for the fires, I think.
is that somehow, and in a way that I
know not, my oppertuntties an! tee
wideu. After each ef tha enter fires new
doors were open. I prayetfully expect
that such will be the sequence of the last
conflagratiote
Will the Brooklyn Tabernacle be re-
built? I know not. What or when or
where shall be my work I cannot even
muerte, ner have I the least anxiety. Noth-
ing but an inspind utte.rance of the.
Bible could bear such repetition as I
have for the last 12 days given to the
words of the psalmist, "The Lord reign-
eth; let the earth rejoice."
I have safely arrived on the Pacific.
meet. A startling question was tucked
nee just befeire I reached here. I was
deep slumber in a sectiou of a sleeping
ear when the curtain was pushed back,
and a venerable lady railed held of ear
and shrieked, "Who are you, and what
are you doing here?" It was a sudden
calling of the roll of passenger& and I
did not feel like answering to my name.
The queetion wee npeated in more
euruestnems, with louder voioe. I coule
not te first underetand why the lute:Tree
gatien as to my identity, but after gath-
ering my senses together I mildly rag
gested that perhaps she had mistaken
my place for ht•r own. This WW1 fle
floUbi aml she made a quen
retreat. The fact is that the section,.
and berths ed a !limping ear are. vere.
much alike.. The new mode of hang-
ing the 'lumber of the berth in large
figures on the outside of the drapery el
thee sleeping place is a great improve-
menebut mitheght peranibulanion, ewe;
under the beet of circumstance*, is more
or lees confusini9. The mistake) that the
venerable lady ulnae es a mistake that
thou:said:sof people makeefor they think
Koine one else has their place!. Muet of
the struggle. in the weirld is in trying to
get some one else's berth. Better go
back centeuted arid take. the place as-
signed you. In trying to giet /101110 one
else's place we may lose our own with-
out getting his. I cannot jeer at the
old lady's mistake, for that night en the.
Southern Peelle. nelensel I LI .thought
myself that there are during eve -ry presi-
dential campaign at least 1011,00n peo-
ple trying to get the berths of the 100,-
000 present occupauts.
_ elloorilby, my friends all over! On the
other side of them world I will thiuk of
those, who have put nem under obliga-
ting], and thee first hour I have passed
thee latitude' and leingitude farthest away
from lllll and begin to return I will
count thee weeks and (lays that stand be-
tween nie and the loweet step of the
front door from wile], on the evenieg
INlerr Tat.maos.
of May 14, I eler:ip..arIlec::
Tiff NEW LAW
n Regard to Married
Women's Prop-
erty. Rights.
Makes Many Radical
Changes Which Are
Very Beneficial to
Wives.
They Are Now Practically on
the Same Footing of
Single Women.
And Hale Control of Their Prope. ty,
and ran Sisk-. Contracts. Sue
eget! be Suedi in Their
Own Nemec+.
The married women's properte
rights bill 'snow iu foice. It became
a law on the 1'2,11 Mat., by operation
of the Conetttutional provieiou put
ting all acts not passed with an in.-
ergency c.sure into effect ninety
days after the adjournment of tbe
Legislature that passed them.
The Louisville Times obtained from
Mr. David Baird, et the law Him of
Kohn tis Baird, the points of defter-
euee between the old ai-d the uew
law on married women'. teruperty
'fury are autilued as fol-
Uuder the old law duilog the life
..114-AU- could rentoi the wife the h h
ut her property aud wollect the rents
By thee new law he is @touted from
doing this.
Under the old law marriage was
equivalent to a purchase by ills bus
band of ail her personal property uot
settled on her as tier 'separate estate
By sepal ate estate is meant a cote
veyauce to the wife by will or deed
or some other form e xpreasly proton-
klieg the husband from perticipatiou
In or control of the property. By
the new law ali that a woman had be-
fore in srriage or acquires afterward
is made he separate estate her hus-
band having no control over it and
hie creditors being nal rrd from IMO-
jetiting it to tbea.
Under the old law a wife could con-
vey her real preperty fur the pay-
ment ot her husband'e detes. This
is precluded by the new act- Vl'hile
Woe. d practical y on the same foot-
lug of a siog'e woman she is prohib-
ited from becoming eecurity for her
husband or any other persou unlete
property har ueou e•ILIV.qed to her
for that ex pre es I urpose.
By the old law consent of (he hus-
baud was ni emery for the wife to
sccept gifts of pre prrty. Tne
law expres•ly permits ber to do ihie
io au-y implication of Con•
sent from the silence of the husband,
who is not uow rec zed iu the
transact ion.
Under the old law the wife had no
personal estate, this all going to the
huabaud. Now elle retains it and
has the legal right in eloq»se of it
eimbout cousid ring him. at all in the
matter.
Uuder the old law a married wo-
man could mike leo couteact that
would be binditeg on herself, except
as to toe. separate estate, sod iti all
case s when tbe sued or was seed her
hugbaud had to be made a party to
tohaemaec-tion. She can now make eon
tracts, sue and be sued in her owe
The only consideration that the
husband is given by the new act is
that in all sgreeneents eif his wife te
sell real estate his signature to the
agreement is required. This is the
,nly case In hich tne husband Is
given a voice in his wife's contracts.
lint both partiea have to sign suet
acknowleeige deeds convey tug real
cate as heretofore.
Because of the rattiest changes In
he property rights of the ,vefs the
wife the new law, in order to protect
the hurbaud's creditors from fraud,
-.quite"' all Otte of personal proper-
to be ill writItig and recordiel in ille
Couuty C•erk's flier. Heretotore
the husband eauld m eke settlemente
of persobalty upon hi• wife secretly.
../f course neither under under the
old law nor tend- r the new would
f •audu:ent settle tueute he sustained
in court.
Lotter the old law filet u•band WS!
liable for damages far his wife's torts,
.r, in oilier words, her tuirsconduct,
resulting ill jery to others/
he new law the liability of the hue
oiled on account of hisalfe is !Meet el
o ner pureheees elf necessaries for
nereelf, and on all other accounts his
lability Is only to the event of the
property he gets free her through
mariirge settlements or voluntary
conve; lin' e,
It used to be the mete leg that a mai
tuaireii g a wettest. married hei
property and tier debts, but it doeena
40 now for he tutrriee neither.
Another radical that! ge is in regard
.o the hu.baud's et/U/lt.S3, *bleb
means the estate which he has in his
eife's lands after her death. By th-
eld law he was glveu a life waste in
ell her elude, while rhe was (Hely al
()wed her dower iu hie, wuieh was a
ife estate in but °Le-third of his tea'.
y. Under the new law they are ; u.
n au equality he tbris re- pect, courte-
sy being reduced to the dower ii •
tereet.
Under the old law the husband lit-
,eitue the absolute owner at her death
et all the wife's personalty which h.-
had not ey au exercise of him right 01
oeuenship reduced to posiseesion;
steel of all her clientele real, which
means her estate in lauds less than a
Under the uew law he-estate.
teas no right to reduce her perronalty
t,o leoeseesion duriug her life, and al
ner death he becomes the owner of
only one-half after the payment
her debts. Uuder the old law the
wife, if there were no childreta, teok
wilt of the husband's' property after
the payment of debts on hie
death, if there was no will. If there
were childreu of the marriage she
ook one-third. By will she could be-
,nt out of any interest iu the pereon
•Ity, but under the new law elle takre
a half intereet in his pereonalty, re -
gardleas of will or children. It, has
i lie same interest in her personally,
both being oa an squid 1ootiag in the
matter.
1.ader the eld law the wife by coru •
nesse n of adultery forfeited tier
dower aud all interest in her hute
band's estate, but uo Pin the husband
The B 'ardent Triesteel of the P -
lie Scievel met Fr'dly to trammel
routine tareinees and slao to ho'd
annual election for teachers for th.-
ensuing year. The school la se crowd-
ed that an addition will be built In
th• presept buildingem-f;ere fad, alai
doubtless, before another year shall
have rolled around a new buildine
will be erected in the Southern p -
lion of the city. 0 i geenuet of It
large increase* in he number of soon
ars three . additional tettehere were
elected The euccessfu! ladies:
Mrs. Rae.% Br/emblem.
" Etnily B. McKer ze.
Miss June Aroo'd.
" Lelia D Mills.
" letu die Rutherford.
' ettleertine W•Ilis.
'L da D 'nelson.
L zz:e Leng.
Mettle Yealug.
" Lett ie el el) steel,
Mettle Walker.
Lulu Graves,
" Hattie Dietrich. !
Nannie Btrbour.
Sallie Rust.
,Lillie Price.
Mises* Walkee Grave., Dietrich,
Rarbouriabd Rua •re the new teach-
ers-theirehera in the HA tonight last
year. *Ibsen Dietrich and lisrb-ur
[ought ln the school sev0Val yeore
51,0.
u'd eortimit disturbed his right. in I LAFF0BN wiTions
her property. It f the now law Ihe
wife must boih abandon the bushel el
avid live in adultery to f efeit ie r
rights, sad if the husband is guilty
of similar mein likewiee forfeits all
interest In her itroperty.
Anop'e proviaion is made by the
new law f the conveyance of the
real entste et teith the huote cud .aud
*ife wheat either is disabled by rem-
POn of legal infancy, or lunacy, from
makieg a deed. The old law
very faulty in this respect.
Under the old law a married WOLU-
all, unless the had separate es •t•,
could make no wi:1 except uader
power conferred upon her by will 11
deed. Ili the Legisheure which me
iminediately after,the adoption of ltie
new Conetitution, the wife, for the
first time iu Kentucay, war empo•-
ered to make will dispnelieg of her
realty. To this the last Lorislaion.
added the power to will her persousi-
ty, so thee now elate i. exactly on b
tatitIng with her husband in the
m atter.
was
DO YOU WISH
To regain your hsalth if you arP ail
broken down arid ruff-ring from tier•
• proeratien? I will telt you
what enter, MP after suffering for
month•. ue. d two boo! s or hot-
poor Boiere, aid now 1 am • well
man -C. Stiles, Bookkee per, Canton.
TI1E SCHOOL BOARD.
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e ( ;:-ITTERS
Liureks Lyspepzia. ,
,Tsilti on & 1
TO2ACCO.
Hoeg! aiSVILLIE.
The foiiowine tne leePeCtile-eJee
Market for the week ending June
4 b:
Reeelpte for week  280 libels.
Receipti for year  .6,160 "
.4ales tot week  414 "
Sales for year ...... . 4,S.TJ "
FMITIISON dt BA )(MITT.
• ••
Abernathy & Gant sold, for the!
week euding June 14.13,100 libels as
21 Wide. Claod Leaf $7 00 to 10 00.
38 " Med. " 5 00 to I tge.
21 " Com. " 4 50 to 5 50.
" Legs awl Trash 2 00 to 4 39
Market stronger on all rgradea
Leaf. Good Tobacco selliug at fu I
triers.
•••
Sales by (44ither di West June 13 h
and 14 h of 117 Lhels as follies :
27 blade .Medium to (It d L...f
$1ii 21, ti.) co, 9 9U, b 60, 7 00, 6 90, 6 9 I,
8 95, 9 00, .50, 7 40, 6 91, 8 80,9 00, 7 75
7 00, 6 80, 6 89,,6 80, 7 75, 9 ts 10,6 80,
7 1.10, 7 10, 6 50, 8 75.
tee tales Common te Medinm Leaf
35 50, 5180; 6 00, 5 70, 5 00, 4 80, 5 et,
5 60, 6 00, 6 10, 3%5, 9 25, to 60, 5 :el,
5 al, 4 Se 5 20, 4 95 4 CO, 4 25, 5 so,
4 95, 5 5 25 4 25, 5 50, 4 10 4 to.5 60,
60, 4 4, 4 SO, 5 00, 5 u0, 6 10, 4 25,3 ISO,
4 25, 430, 4 7:5. 5 50, 5 51, 4 50,.4 30,4 1,0,
4 90, 4 9$), 4 59, 4 70, 5 20, 5 Reel 50 4 so,
6 30, 5 311.1, 4 75, 6 5 25, 5 31,4 10 5 115,
6 00, 6 OD, 5 se, 4 SO.
e5 118ds. Common to Good Logs
$2 00 toA 50.
Market active •nd 50! to 50 11 sh
et. on all grade. except Lugs aud
uondeseript L •rf.
Mr. 4. G. Slaughter, a weil posted
tobaece neat), of Henderson, in 'peak-
ing of the outlook for tobacco says;
"1. is growing late iu the le son for
plant igig aud the drouth ha, bad an
unhappy e fl-ct upon the plaute
already set. Unless there is a very
material change iu condition., at el a
ce•utinaous season of wrt sr a liar for
some tinier, the crop will ureesaarmly
fall f Sr than of au average. If the
eotioitiour continue as now for three
or four; weeks longer the plantere* ho
have *large acreage aly1 a rood d
arid Oldie a b.rre I of, money next
year. Toe bu,ers holding large put-
cheees of la•l, yea'', •uel the (-rep ot
.15sS will also matte mere money turn
hey will kuow what to do with. 1
newt's' to look now like our dealers
are going to iesp a real barvest ado'.
lats. Tree time Is growing short now
to get out anythiug like an average
crop, anel *hood there eotue a eraion
a great many ot the plaut• ilaVe been
ex le ruined. 'f :erre uot v a Suitt -
,•ient eueiely to leant ove• tie) per cent.
4.t cool., Slid the wealthier 1 4 HO hot
end dry unless timers is a v ry heavy
season, it is douboul if me plants
wouldHive. It is estimated that not
exeeeding 40 or 50 per cent. of a crop
is met ill Hendereon and Daviess
countlen and tu Webete•r. Hopkins,
Uutote Chrietian, T dd, Log on, Mc-
Lean and Muhlenberg outlines. not
exceeding oue third of a crop that has
been let is standing on tbe hill. The
drodgint set Me to be general and ex-
teneW from Clarkterille, Tenn., to
Hendlirson, and through Fallout; of
Indiana and Illinoie. Tobacco on ac.
mut. of lbete conditions has ad vauc•
eel oue dollar on the huudred pounds
at Headereon, C arksville, 1..uis•ille
sod flopkineville."
All Free.
Timee who have used Dr. King's
New Dieeeevery keener its value, and
those who leave not, linve now the
opportinitty to try it Free. Call on
itolvertiard gat•L get •
triaelinethe Free:` S•1141 your 11111111P
aiid weldrees to it. E. Beeklen et Co .
(lecke, •nd get a -seruplei hoe of lir
kenie• NOw Lett., Pilie Free, as well
as a:copy of (Janie to Health and
lioneelood I uteructor, Frey. Ali of
which lee guaraute. el to do you good
end cost ye.0 nothing. it. C. Herd-
s de ug store.
Bad Health Forces
His Retirement
From the COn-
gressional
Race.
Text of His Card to the
Democracy of I he Sec-
ond District.
His Physicians Advise Him That
a tontinue{1 Canvass Will
Endanger His Life.
PATRIOTH LETTER TO HIS
FRIENDe.
Madironville, Ky., June-15, Hee
T.. the Democracy of the Sensed Contras .lonal
00044.1:
My contioneel ill health compels
me to retire from the raee for Con-
gress. I am warned by my physiel-
ant. that to contiune in the race in
the face of the approacbing hot wea-
ther would be dangerous to my per-
maneht recovery, and that my health
requite. me to avoid the mental and
physical ex( I:ement and worry at-
tendant on the prolonging of my
canvass.
I cannot get my consent, beside',
to impose on my friends the burden
of a canvase, in my behalf, into wilich
my continued indisposition will pre-
vent me from actively entering.
I am, furthermore, aware Unit in
view of the exigencies of the Novem-
ber campaign, our party should tie
represented by a standard bearer,
who, in addition to other requisites,
should be poesessed of good physical
ability to meet the requirements of
an active canvas., and I am fearful
if I ehould he so fortunate as to re-
ee.ve the nomination that I would
not be ahle to do my duty to my
party.
The amicable relations which have
exiited between my opponents sod
myself permit me to retire from Lela
contest on terms of the most perfect
.!ordiality with each of them, and I.
desire to leave my friend. untram-
melled and uniefloeuced Of such a
thing was posstole. to act in the
premiees as they may see proper.
1 cannot retire from this can•ses
without expressing my grateful ap-
preciation of those noble-hearted
friends who, in my health and in my
sickness, in good and in evil report
have unfalteringly given me their
confidence and support. By their
unselfish devotion to my interest
they have knitted themselves to me
by chains of iron and hooks of steel
and_the-neeist 0E.se y sembect-
ed with them.
In closing this letter, permit me to
express a hope to the greed Democ-
racy of the district that this canvaas
for the nomination will close in the
oest of feeling. and that whoever your
nominee may be, he will nobly lead
our hosts to victory, and that iu No-
vember every Democratic soldier well
be found in line bravely battling fur
the success of his party.
Respectfully.
POLK LAFFOON.
Corn on tbe stalk is an emblem of
penty. A corn on the toe is an em-
blem of woe -Remove them quickly
by using "C. C. C. Certain Corn
Cure," tbe great remedy for Corns
and Bunions. Sold by R. C. kiard-
wick.
L ring Age.
What more Oelightful companion
can one desire,for the summer months
than a c -ipy f a favorite maga-
zine; and what magazine is aro great
a favorite, SC deeirabie every way,
so rich In the variety and extent of
its contents, so full of interest, so en-
tertaining, as Littell's Living Age!
Cottle lover of good reading It Is the
ideal magazine--containing only the
very best and choicest of recent lit-
erature-suited in every one's need.,
end good for every day in the year.
In fiction, as in other respects, the
number@ for the current year have,
perhaps never been surpassed. Two
copyrighted seri•ls, translated ex-
pressly for its columns from repre-
sentative foreign authors, have ap-
peared, while a third of yet greater
Interest, entitled "The Dean of Kit-
leriue," is now running.
It ts impossible to enumerate the
long list of other articles, many of
great interest and all of permanent
value, which appear in the same is-
sues. etillice it to pay that no other
single publication can show iso rich a
table of contents.
%%e again call attention to the gen-
erous offer which the publishers,
Uttell elt. Co., Bram:), make to all new
subscribers, viz : Le send the 12 num-
bers of thee magazine forming the
find quarterly volunie of the new
•eries -nuary Mareb ' free to
anyone remitting de dollars in pay-
ment for the nine months, April to
December, 1894 Tale eft ,t will bold
good through June. Tne full sub-
scription price IS 68 00 a year. Spec-
imen copies 15'. each.
•••---4.404--400-41111.-•-•
Life Insurance That lisepures.
AS*
A policy absolutely without re-
striction; a policy with but on•
coudition, namely, the payment of
premiums; A policy .with a month's
grace in premium payments and paid
in full in case of death during the
month of grace, lese only the overdue
premium with interest ; a policy pro-
vidiug for re-instatement witlalu,six
months after lapse, if the insured is
in good health ; a policy automatically
non-forfeiting after three annual
preniturni have been paid, the policy
being exiended for its full amount, or
oidivary paid-up insurance given,
the first without request, the eecond
on re (cleat within six months; a pol-
icy with privilege of cash loans at
per cent. interest, five years after ho-
mer ; a policy with six options in set-
tlement at the end of 10, 15 or 20
years; a policy iucontestable from
any coils. nue year after issue;-
that's the "Accumulation Polley" of
the New York Life Insurance Com-
pany.
RNSIT & if4v1;;0101., AKtety.e.,
A Via, Man will guide his aft eire
with direcretion by keeping a bottl• of
"C. C C. Certain Cough Cure" in the
hones for Couch., Cold, Ciders,
1..1 Wipe, Ie. Sulu by R. C. Hartle
wick.
eeereeeten
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IMUNTEM OOD, President.
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teat Intel NEW ERA. BUILDING
Tth, streec, near Main,
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AD•INEITIIII KATES.
use tasa awe tasertioa, s I se
oae month - 1 00
tine moans, s as
ail sIODLAS 9 ON
" one year - - - 15 oe
tatinseate rate. stay be lad tie sepheatios
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• 110100111.
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REPUBLICAN CHEEK AND GALL.
The Republicans who are so loud in
their denunciations of the sugar
schedule put in the tariff bill by the
Senate, and which is to the &dean-
tsge of the Sugar Trust, forgot that
when this same trust controlled the
sugar schedule in 1890 and got au im-
mense bounty from the Republican
Cooreee—many times larger than it
gets under tbe schedule in the Willion
bill—that not one Republican raised
hue and cry against it, because scores
of other trusts were doing the same
thing in the same way. The sched-
ules of this year have at least the ad-
vantage of having beeu for revenue
with incidental protection. In 1s90
tbey were purely fur the trust.
It is an exhibition of unadulterated
gall for the Itlaublicans to kick
against the Senate giving the trust
the right to tax the people $2 80 per
ton for its private benefit when they
know that under the present McKin-
ley law the trust is allowed the pri•i
lege of taxing the people $11 20 a tou.
We do not defend the Senate Tariff
bill, and do not think it is right for
the trust to tax the people at all for
its private benefit, but when Repub-
licans who defended, in le93, the
right of the Inlet to tax the people
$33 60 per ton for its private benefit,
and who defend th• Wel) per ton
that the McKinley law authorizes the
Sugar Trust to tax the people for its
own private benefit, attempt to howl
down a prole:seed reduction of the
robbery of the people to one-fourth—
from $11 M to $2 80—"es a fraud, an
outrage and a robbery," as "cruel
confiscation," they deserve of the
contempt of all decent people. Grant
that giving the right tu the trust to
tax the people at all for its private
benefit is altogether wrong, and we
think it is, the Republicans have no
right to yell "stop thief" when the
Democrate restore three fourths of
the stolen property. The protection
thieves have no right to call Senators
"Democratic brigands'' because they
cut down the theft allowed by the
McKinley law from $11 20 to $2 80.
The Sugar Trust under Republican
permission has robbed the people oi
large sums for many years. From
1874 to 1863 tbere was a duty on Bugle
of "4 cents plus 25 per cent" levied
on granulated sugar of which 2 cents
want to the public Treasury at Waal:l-
it:4ton and "2 cents and 25 per cent.
went into the private pockets of the
private Sugar Trust. In 1682 the to-
tal taxation of the people by the
Sugar Trust was $137,500.446. Of this
the Sugar Trust paid to the Treasury
$48,709,2'74 and kept $9V,791,172 for it•
self. ;The 4 cents were for itself;
--'115Tirlirturfit Veer 1+vorreer--1.7
which the sugar tax was "farmed
out" to the Sugar Trust, the trust
paying the Government $46,000,000
yearly for the privilege of levying and
and collecting a tax of $137,000,000
yearly upon the people, at a profit in
the levying and collecting for itself
$90,000,000, apart from its regular
profit on its sugar, was advocsted and
defended by the Republicans. In
1883 a Republican tariff commission
said that this was too high a rate ;
that the proportion of yearly theft to
yearly revenue was too large, and it
redacted it a little. The protection of
the trust was cut to 3 cents per
pound, and the Government Was
given 2 cents of this, so that the net
profectios or profit of the trust should
be only 1 1, cents per pound, or $33 60
per ton. la 1890 the Sugar Trust re-
fined 1,808,911 tons, at a loss of 2 per
cent. in refining, leaving 1,772,733
long tons of refined, on which it com-
pelled the American consumer to psy
• duty of $78.40 per ton, or a sugar
tax of $138,982,387, of which the Sugar
Trust handed $53,974,474 to th• Treats-
uay and retained $8e,006,793 as ite
profit for 1890 from revenue farming
independent of its profits from the
sugar.
The Sugar Trust had the privilege
granted by Republican Congresses to
levy, for its own private benefit, a tax
on the people of $167 MI per ton ou
sugar for nine years and $33 60 for
sewers years and $11 Xi for four years.
This $11 ine per ton puts $20,000,000 a
year in the pockets of the members of
the Sugar Trust. This $11 a) rate is
under the present McKinley Isoir.
When we remember that the Repub-
lican tariff from 1674 le83 made the
trust a present of 3 cents per pound,
or $87.20 per tou,and that from 1863 to
lee) it made the trust a gift of 1 1-2
ciente a pound or $33 60 per ton and
at preseut gives $11 'X per ton, ii
will be seen that the psoposal of the
Senate to amend the Wilson Bili
(which put sugar on the free list and
relieved the people of the $el),01e0,000
yearly levied by the Sugar Trust for
its personal benefit) by inserting t
clause taxing the raw material of
sager 40 per cent. and protecting the
Sugar Trust by a duty on refined of
"40 per cent. and of a cent per
poand"—tbe 40 per cent. to be collec-
ted by the Trust and paid to the
Treasury, and the one -eighth of a
cent to be retained by the trust to
eover the cost of collection and toes
in refining, which gives the trust
$2 40 per ton for its own private bene
fit, but collects more revenue for the
'United States Treasury than ever be
fore, is far better for the people than
the smear ochedule of any R publi-
can tate tr has been for the past thirty
years.
We believe that the trust should
not have eeen granted anything,
whatever, and we severely condemn
the half dozen Democratic Senators
who forced the sugar schedule on the
Senate by threatening to vote against
tariff bill if it was not accepted, and
ell2Cerely hope that when the bill
goes back to the Howie of Repreeem
Wives this and other amendments
Will he stricken out.
ZI-Treasurer W. L Hemingway,
el Missieelppi, who had served three
years of a deli
-year sentence for a de-
falcation of $215,000, has been par-
doned by Gov- Stone. It has always
been claimed by the Ex
-Treasurer's
friends that his apparent shortage
was due to errors of bookkeeping dur-
ing his and former adminheratione.
A member of the New York Con.
stitutional Convention wants the pre-
amble revised so that idolatry shall
be prohibited. He will be asked to
define a word that might interfere
with the pursuit of the almighty dol-
lar and oilier things.
.7 •
I RESOLITE POLICY DEN ODELL THE NORW EWAN ',wok LAW.
While a number of the striking
miners have gone back to work again
in various portions of the country,
great many of them are still holdiug
out for higher wages. At Massillon,
Ohio, the State troope, who are guard-
ing the property c f the coal campany
there, were fired upon Saturday night
by strikers. Troops are stationed at
the mines in Tuscarawas, Carroll,
Stark and other ,kounties of Ohio.
The troope at Canal Dover, Ohio, are
anxious to go home, but the heaviest
tax-payers are opposed to their re-
moval and say that the strikers will
burn the railroad bridges there as
soon as the troeps leave. The strik-
ing nuiners have cowed the Lexing-
tou division of the C. & 0 road, and
no coal has been hauled from the,
mines over that road for a month.
At Sullivan and Farniersburg, Ind.,
troops are quelling disturbances. At
Mt. Olive, Illinois, the striking
miners overpowered the U. S. Deputy
Marshals and the State troops had to
be sent from Chicago to quell the
mob.
While miners have a right to quit
work, when their wages are reduced
to almost starvatiou wages, and go
on a strike for better' compensation,
they should keep withiu the law and
not antagonze the legal authority
and aesume the right to be a law un-
to thernseive.. When the strikers
defy the constituted authority, inter-
rupt the course ot buteness, destroy
property aud take human life, as has
been the case in several States within
the recent past, they are in revolt
agaiust their respective States. Such
circumstance,' call for the prompt
and decisive assertion of the State
eovereignty that is thus scorned and
resisted. The argument of force then
applies iu the ways of executing the
laws of the State. It is a question of
necessity. If the laws are uot made
effective, then the fundamental
principle of our form of government
tails. Grantiug that the strikers
have just mew of complaint of the
heartless beneficiaries of the iniqui-
tous McKinley twill law, who are au
thorizsd by Republican special 'eget-
tattoo to rob the mastitis of the peo-
ple, it does not fello r that
the strikers have the right to
rectify their wrong. by arbitrary
and violent means. These are peace-
ful and reasonable methods provided
for the adjustment of such matters.
A large number of men acting in an
organized way do not thereby gain
any special immunity. They are
personally responsible for their con-
duct, just as though Lhey were acting
as individuals. The theory that a
man calling himself a striker is ex-
cusable for committing an offense
that would send him to the penieen-
tiary under other circumstances is
both absurd and pernicious. It is
nigh time for all good citizens to put
aside this unauthorized distinction
in considering these violent proceed•
ings--euch as destroying the proper-
ty of the mine-owners, killing the
non-union miners who keep at work
and refuee to join the strike, burning
railroad bridges and shooting: the
locomotive engineers who run trains
of cars loaded with coal dug out by
non-union miners, and other out-
rages of a eimilar nature—for the oc-
casion demands a resolute policy on
part of the tfticers representing the
power behind the law to enforce its
provisions against such turbulence
and lawlessness. There has been too
much temporizing, too much indif-
ference to the vital danger of the
case; and the right way to put a stop
to this deplorable disorder and out-
rage is to use the argument of force
for tbe suppression of this illegal
combination and the punishment of
those who have committed crimes.
assumea the AffiC4elintht
unto itself, it becomes a mob—and a
very dangerous one—and loses ail
claim to public sympathy or support.
'rue Norwegian L fluor Bill Imo
REPUBLICANS WILL BE DISAP-
POINTED.
The Republican politicians base
great hopes for the future success of
their party upon the indignation that
has been aroused among the people
because five or six Democratic mem-
bers of the United States Senate are
opposing material reductions in the
rates of the iniquitous McKinley tar-
iff messure, which authorizes 14,500
firms, organized into 450 trusts (main-
ly private affairs„ to levy for their
private benefit a yearly tax upon the
muses of the people greater than all
Federal taxes. When the Republi-
cans expect the intelligent and hon-
est maeses of the Democratic party to
desert their organization, leaving the
Government of the country to the
wanton extravagance mod robber leg-
islation of the Republicans, simply
because a few Democratic leaders
have been induced to join them in
preventing the repeal the worst feat-
ures of a Republioan measure estab-
lishing this principle of robbery, they
will be disappointed. The great ma-
jority of Democrats know that the
Republican party in power is far
worse than the Democracy in power
and temporarily paralyze:I by the de-
fection of a few leaders. The Demo-
crats have only to drive out every
leader who is a tool of the plutocrats
and by so doing prove themselves
worthy of public confidence to re-
ceive it. Democratic voters should
not permit themselves to be hood•
winked. The disloyalty of a few
leaders should make them but more
loyal to the party and more anxious
for its success. Benedict Areold'e
treachery did not taint the motives;
of the Revolutionary patriots. The
patriots blamed Arnold and not the
army of which he wee the leader, and
his treason inspired them to make
the army better and stronger. This
is an eeample well worthy of follow-
ing.
Ex-Czar Reed, of Maine, who as-
pires te be the Republican nominee
for President of these U uited States,
ought to recollect that fate has a fued
well the Presidential aspirations of
men who have held the Speakerehip
of the lower branch of Congress
Only one of these meo. James K.
Polk, ever got into the White House,
although several—Clay, Blaine sod
others—tried very hard to get in.
The Swiss have been in political
business for themselves for a good
many generations, and are not easily
misled by demagogy. They have had
their referendum on tbe question of
the duty of the netion to provide em-
ployment for ite citizens, and have
decided, by 300,000 to e5,000 votes,
that a Switzer is able to peddle his
own canoe, as he has been doing
from immemorial times.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
haa adjourned for the summer vaca-
tion. Among the important decisions
rendered at Saturday's session was
that in favor of O'Connor & MoCul.
loch, contractors, In their suit against
the Henderson Bridge Company.
They are awarded $100,000, the lower
court having rendered judgment for
only $80,000.
The debt of New York City with a
population of less than 2,000,000, le
more than $98,000,000, while the cities
of Philadelphia. eit. Louis, Chicago,
Buffalo. Washingtou and Albany,
with a population of 4,000,000, owe
an aggregate of about $95,000,000. It
coots New York City over ;38,000,000
a year to carry on the city govern-
ment, owing to corrupt gang rule,
--seeee•re ereekeeteapies .
S rEVENSON AND THE PRESIDENCY.. I
It is alleged (het Hon. Adlei Epasused to a second reading le l ee
Matteschusette Legislature. Tim it - POeveuson is new the politest, plese-
troduction of this bill was tree out- 'attest mei most cordial man in his
come of ah etticial investigation made
last fall as to the results of this meth-
od of regulating the liquior traffic in
Norway aud nweden. It the bia be-
comes a law it wlil provide that tu
all towns in the State where there is
a liquor license there shall be formed
a corporation for the sale of liquor.
rhe stockholders shall never receive
a dividend e xeeediug tive per cent.,
and the oet profits of the business,
after the formation of a reset ye fuud
shall be used for objects of general
benefit, such obj •cto being selected
by the shareholders. There shalt
never be moeo than one licensed
place for the sale of liquor lo two
thousand people, except that every
town, of whatever size, may have one
place. The plea has worked eduiir•
linty in Norway and Sweden. The
restriction of profits has decreased
the ordinary inducements generally
offered by saloou-keepers for the
spending of money in drink. The
scheme is opposed by the extreme
probibitiouiste of the Bay reeve, who
-my they will make no concessione
and no compromises with the liquor
traffic. Bit Mr. 1) .na, oue of the
most influential of Bostou'e temper-
ance men, is an ardent advocate of
the system, and, it is said tbst it has
received the hearty ludoreetneut of
Mary A. Livermore, an enthusiastic
temperance woman. The deplorable
condition of things iu the prohibition
States of Iowa and Kacs le, Is rapidly
tending to convince c nmervetive and
reasonable people that no scheme
of prohibition has yet lessened the
evils of the drinking habit. It is be
hewed that it will not be many years
before the great mass of temperruce
people will ut Ite upon some refutable
and rational scheme of regulating the
liquor tram!. If the Norwegian sys-
tem is adopted in Massachusetts and
works well, there le no reason why it
should not be efficient in other States.
LAFFOON WITHDRAWS FROM THE
RACE.
In a oard to the Democrats of this
Congressional district, published in
the KENTUCKY NEW ERA to-day,
Hon. Polk Laffoon announces that
he is no longer a candidate for the
Congressional nomivation. He is in
bad health and hie physicians tell
him that he can not stand the fatigue
of au arduous political campaign,
and advise him to seek rest and re-
°operation, aud therefore he retires
from the contest. He is unwilling
that the honer of a nomination should
carry with it any uncertainty of ef-
ficient service in the field, through
the physical disabilitiee of the nomi-
nee, and patriotically and generously
expresses the hope that whoever may
be the Democratic nominee he may
"boldly lead our hosts to victory and
that in November every D.mocratic
soldier will be found in line, bravely
battling for the success of the party."
Mr. Lenore:Cs friends throughout
the district, and there are hosts of
them, profoundly regret the necessi-
ty for his retiracy from the race. He
repreoented this district in Congress
for two terms, and discharged the
important duties of the position in a
manner that was highly creditable to
himself and eminently satisfactory
to his constituents. His untiring
energy and great seal in doiog all in
hie power for the Drmocratic party
is one of his marked characteristics,
and no one in the district has done
more effective work for the party.
While a member of Congress none of
his constituents, rich or poor, ever
wrote to trim but what prompt at-
tention was given the matter and all
mirabie traits of character, Kis dg=
.
selfish and gonial disposition, and
his unswerving fidelity to his friends
have won him the sffection of many
people throughout the district, and
had his health not failed he would
have very probably been our next
Congressman.
inannere that over occupied the Vice
Preeideutial chair. The Globe Dem-
ocrat, a Republican puthal, says
that this is a device that Mr. Steven
sou employs to aid him in his Preen
deutial aeitirations, and that it is as
old as the days of David and Absa-
lom, and quotes what Absalom said
o, the visitors at the seat of power of
his father, Kiug Devitt: "Ohl I were
a judge in the land that every matt
that bath any suit or ':,41.140 !night
("Mile unto ine that I might do hitt)
justice. And it was so that when
-lay man came nigh to Atealom to te,
him obeiseuce he put forth his h
tuil took him and kissed him." In
commenting upon this al'eged like
nee§ of Stevenson to Abselorn thr
Globe-Democrat charges him with
ttandiog in the gates of the capital
city trying to head oft all other suit-
ors for public favor, and seeking to
imprees the pot ulace with the uoti
that a new aud better nrder of things
would come if he were plate d
plwer. This is au exaggeratio.o, of
course, hut there is a Komi deal ef
talk of Stevenime au available
ctuditiete for the Deinocratic
nation and doub less he, as
is very cordial and extremely polite
to all the visitors to Washington who
call at the Vice Presidential room to
pay tbeir respects to him.
It is pretty generally believed that
the next Dernocratie umuivatiou will
to to the Wept, and it -may be Con-
sidered to the Interest of the party to
select the candidate from Dinner,
with a •lew of holding the State
the Dem ieratie column which it en-
tered iuto 169.! I( the uominee of
the p city is to come from the West
there are g pod redeems why be ehould
be chosen frt in the bigg. et aud moet
Important State of the section, and
Vice P.esident S.evensou 'is as big a
man in that /4.a:e as any other Della-
ocrat, Gin. John NI. Palmer being
umtvailable on secouot of age.
Stevenson has to contend with the
fact that in recent ye ire fortun bee
not fur,hered the ambition of Vice
Presidents who sepirea to the presi-
dency. No man glom-John C. Breck-
inridge who has held the Vice Presi-
deney h•s been nominated for the
higher offi 'e lay either the It publi-
can party or the Democratic tarty.
Four men—Tyler, Fillin ire, John. ou
cud Arthur—have stepped out of the
Vice Presidency into the Presidency
uy the death of the locumbent of ti,e
latter. Two men, Jam Adams d
Thomas J• freeon, who had been
choeen to the lower post, were sub-
equently elected to the higher, but
that watt before Presidents mod V.ce
Presidents were voted :or separately
in the Electoral College. No Vice
President nominated and elected by
the methods uow prevailing was ever
chosen to the Presidency excep
Martin Van Buren.
NON-PARTISAN TRUST.
Mr. Havemeyer, the head man of
the Sugar Trust, has testified before
the Senate bribery investigating com-
mittee and confessed a good many
things charged by the newspaper
correspondents. He admitted that
the trust made contributions to State
campaign funds, always to the ma-
jority—in New York to the Dem( -
crate, and in Massachusetts to the
Republicans. He said the contribu-
tions were made to the State com-
mitteee, not to the national com-
mittees. He denied that the trust
gave to both political parties in one
State, and stated that the trust never
gives to the minority. The Sugar
Trust hss adopted the political prin-
ciples oo ably set forth by Jay Gould
when he told a New York legislative
committee that be was a Dt mocrat in
Demoeratic districts, a Republican in
Republican districts and an Erie
railroad man everywhere. These are
the principles of all trusts, combina-
tions and individuals who are in
politics simply for the money there
is in it. The Sugar Trust is for any
party that can be of bi nefit to IL It
got far greater bounties from Repub-
lican Congresses than it has from the
present Democratic Congress.
When Havemeyer was asked by a
member of the investigatiug com-
mittee if the trust did not raise the
price of sugar to the peor people, he
unhesitatingly replied: "Of cosmic
we did. That is the way to make
money." Being questioned as to
whether the trust had not endeavor-
ed to control legislation of Congress
with a view of making money out of
such legislation as might be enacted
there, he anse ered: "Uudoubtedly ;
that is whet I have been down here
at Washingteu for."
Hon. William Walter Phelps, of
New Jersey, died yesterday. He was
a man of marked ability and held
many important and honorable pe-
sitions. He served with great credit
through the Forty-seventh, the
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth and Fif-
tieth Cougreeees. In the Blaine pres-
idential campaign Mr. Phelps was
indefatigable, and the defeat of tbe
candidate WS13 a perronal blow to him.
President Harrison recognize.d very
gracefully Mr. Phelps' ability, and
appointed him Minister to Germany,
a position which he filled with great
dignity, and to the satisfaction of his
country, irrespective of party. On
his return from Germany Mr. Phelps
was honored by the appointment as
Lay Judge of the Court of Appeals,
Gov. Worts adpointing him. Soon
after his graduation Mr. Phelps mar-
ried Miss Ellen Sheffield, daughter of
Jos. Sheffield, of New Haven, the
founder of the Sheffield Scientific
School of Yale College. Mr. Phelps
leaves a fortune estimated to be in
the neighborhood of $10,000,000.
Tired, Weak, Nervous,
Means impure blood, and overwork
or to much strain on brain or body.
The only way to cure is to feed the
nerves on pure blood. Thousands of
peobie certify that tie best blood pur-
rifler, the beet nerve tonic and stren-
gth builder is .Hood's Sarsaparilla.
What it has done for others will also
do for you--Hoods Cures.
Hood's Pills cure constipation by
peristaltic action of the alimentary
canal.
Home
usual,
Tue reoeut State Convention in
Ohio is understood to have started
the McKinley Preeidential boom.
Several of the delegates to that gather-
ing virtually advocated his timeline
tiou, and probably a large majority
of them would have declared in favor
of it if the question had been put to a
vote. No formal indorsemeut of his
Presidential aspirations wee made
by the convention, as that body evi-
dently had sense enough to know
that this is to early for anything of
that sort. A campaign for Governor
will take place in the Buckeye State,
end wbether he gets a nomination for
a third Gubernatorial term or not
that will bee better time for the State
to take action in the matter. The
convention which meets at that time
together before the selection of tbe
delegates to the national convention.
Governor Hogg, of Texas, is to ad-
dregs Tammany on the 4 h of next
month. This make a slight variation
io the Biblical phrase: "The lion and
the lamb shall lie down together."
The tiger and the porcine quadruped
are the animals that will lie down to
gether on July 4th.
FOR MANY MILLIONS.
Suit to be Brought by the Gov-
ernment Against the Pa-
cific Railroads.
.1=I=••=•
The Central Pacific, Union Pacific
and Kangas Pacific Corporations
to be Proceeded Against by
the Attorney General tit
Recover Over $1-71,.
000,000.
"teeclal tee Do New Era.
Washington, D. C'. June 19.—Tue
United States will bring suit against
the Central Pacific B. eilroad as a cor-
poration for the sum of 27,855,680,
with interest thereon at the rate of 6
per cent, for a period of 30 yeare, the
total amount of the suit being for
$78,C9.5,904. The Government will
also bring suit against the Union Pa-
cific and the Kansas Pacific railroads,
as two associated corporations, for a
total of f33,539,512, with itnerest at 6
per cent, also for 30 years, the •mount
due from these roads being $92 910,-
633 60.
The grand aggregate for these mutts
against the three roads will be $171,-
006,537 70, the largest amount for
which simultaneous suits have ever
been brought in the history of man.
'rhere is every probability, although
it is impossible to state it as a posi-
tive fact, that this great sum will be
still further increased by suits
brought against three other small
railroad corporations, built uuder aid
of the Government.
Although the law of the State of
California in regard to individual
liability of tLe stockholders does not
reach the L'ulon Pacific and the Kan-
sas Pacific, yet the Government will
undoubtedly plead that the originel
stockholders of all the roads which
were built under Government aid
were in a degree guardians of a cer-
tain trust, which was the accumula-
tion of a sinking fund ultimately to
be used for the satisfaction of the
debt incurred in the construction and
operation of the roads.
F'UNDS UNLAWFULLY INVESTED.
The Government will seek to prov-
that the original trustees of this fund
unlawfully diverted it from the pur-
pose for which it was intended arid
proceeding from that, will seek to
recover. It will oot be necessary to
show that those who outer'', into the
agreement with the government ever
set aside certain portions of the earn-
ings of the road as they were obliged
to do. It will be sufficient to prove
that the contract required such pro-
portion to be set aside aud that it was
uot so set aside. When it is proveu
from the books of the roads that there
were earnings and that they were di-
verted from purposes to which they
should have been applied, then it Is
held by the assistant Attorney Gene-
ral that the United States can pursue
the nolo-applied funds to whatsoever
place they have gone.
If this contention is sustained the
estates of all the original stockhold-
ers of the three roads and the estates
of all their heirs and assigns can be
held for satisfaction of a judgemeut
In favor of the United States.
I Believe in-Hood's
Inherited Scrofula - Cured
Read the Statement of 'a
Popular Teacher
Mr. Geo. A. Ztrkle
Mt. Horeb, Tenn.
The statements In the testimonial below are
familiar facts to the immediate friends of Mr.
Geo. A. Zirkle, school teacher, of Mt. Horeb,
Tenn., very well known throughout the county,
where he was born and has always lived. Read It.
"C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass
-Dear Sirs:—I believe in Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I will tell you why. I have suffered from in-
herited scrofula from child hood. When 37 years
of age, my eyes heeame strangely affected. I
could not read after sunset, and when I would
close my eyes, I could not open them; but on
whichever stele I lay, en that side I could open
my eye. This condition eoutinued about two
years, and was succeeded by
An Intolerable Itching
all over my body and limbs. I had to have my
little boys take shoe brushes and scratch me.
It was dreadful. It eontinued a month and waii
followed Immediately by a tumor In the right
side of my neck, as large as a small egg. I at
once commenced taking physicians' prescrip-
tions and continued till I lost hope. In the mean
time the tumor changed its place to the Imme-
diate front of my neck, suppurated and was fol-
lowed by others, till six had formed and broken.
"Finally, three years ago, another large tu-
mor seated itself on the point of my collar bone
and in six months another half way back on the
bone. Roth of them soon began to discharge
and continued to do so till about seven months
ago. I tried everything. including prescriptions.
1 WY often so weak that
I Could Scarcely Walk
and my mind was so confused that I eon1d
scarcely attend ito my business (school teach-
ing,. I was utterly discouraged. And now my
story draws to a close. 1 began the use of
Hood9S3iPiri:1-118 Cures
Hood's Sarsaparilla a little levi than a year NO,
and took OVE1 bottles. When I began I had no
faith in It In less than three months both the
sores on my shoulder were healed , I was cured
of • troublesome catarrh; and scrofulous habit
has steadily grow less apparent. I welgh
more than I ever did In my life, and am
In the Best of Health.
considering my constitution. Do you wonder
that I believe In Horwri sarsaparilla? I can 00
no less than recomme041 it ev ryw here and every
way." G to. A. ZIKKLE, Mt. Horeb, Tenn.
moseys pills cure liver Ills, constipation,
kllloustiess, Jaundice. sick headache. Indigestion.
BRYANT SAID:
The groves were God's first temples.
.e.
All that tread
The globe are but a handful to the
ttibes
rhat slumber in its bosom.
4**
ro him, who in the love of Nature
holds
Communion with her visible forme,
she speaks
A various language.
4.5
Truth crushed to earth shall ride
sgaii :
l'he eteruallyeare of God are hers;
But Error, wounded, writhes in plin
And dies among his worshipers.
ott
Lovliest of lovely thiags are they
Ou earth that soonest pass away.
The rose that lives its little hour
le prized beyond the sculptured flow-
er.
.*5
•he allr..rr11:1118 COMea
tin
file innumerable caravan which
moves
To that mysterious realm where each
shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of
death.
Thou go not, like tue quarry-slave at
night,
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sus-
tained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy
grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of
his couch
About him and lies dowu to pleasant
dreams.
Yow's
We fler Oue Hundred Dollars
ward for arty case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, 0.
We the undersigned have known
known F. J. Cheney for the last 15
years, and believe him perfectly hon-
orable in all business transaction•
and financiallg able to carry out ans
obligation mule by their firm.
WEST et TRUAX, Wholesale Drugg
i• s, Toledo,
WALDINO, K1NNAN & hieetvire,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, U.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
druggists. Testimonials free.
LILLIAN RUSSELL
Lying Dangerously III at Her Home
in New York.
New York, June 21.—Liiii en Rus-
sell le lying seriously Ill at her home
Weet Seventy-seventh street. Her
illness follows ou a critical surgical
operation performed last, Monday.
She is permitted to see no one, and
will not be wholly out of danger, ac-
cording to her physician, for ten days
or two weeks. Aer husband, Signor
Perugini, sailed for Europe on the
American liner New York to-day.
He did not inform his wife of his in-
tended departure.
A killing.
A tmecial sent out from Bowling
Green says: "Information has just
reached here of the killing of Her-
shel Brown by John Nash in Allen
couoty Saturday. About a week
since, the stoly goes, Nash threw
some coal-oil on Brown's clothes,
and a quarrel ensued. The men had
been at outs since that time, and were
coming to Scotteville Saturday morn-
ing from a spoke factory, where they
had both been employod. About four
miles out from Scottsville Nash got
down from the front wagon anti went
back to the one Brown wae on, and,
with knife in hand, told him he had
come to do him up. Brown got down
from the wagon, taking a spoke with
him. Nash rushed at him with Cie
knife and Brown struck him with
the spoke, knocking him down and
jumped on him. Nash then cut
Brown in the leg with the knife, sev•
erlug a large artery, and he bled to
death before the flow of blood could
be stanched. Nash ded, and has not
been arrested."
itoPK 'NOV I I. LE.
The fellow ing is the it eector'e re-
port of t he Hopk mute, i 1 le
Maiket for the week euchre; June
Ils'
Receipts, for week  345 lahde.
Recelp's for year  6,41.5 "
Sales (+a week ... 415 "
Sales for year ... . 5,254 "
ote ff.1 :
Ss les by (i sit her & West of 138 Me.
4lt biele medium to gond leaf. 19 10
S 50, 7 en, 8 eft, 6 7i, 6 10 7 00, 6 40, 7 91
7 24 S et), 9 T 0, 6 4e, 8 80. 6 40 8 70 6 10
is 10, 6 75, 7 25, 7 25 S 25, 7 24), 7 40 8 Be
70 7 00, 6 50, 6 511, 6 50, 6 51, 6 30, 6 75
i II), 6 51), 6 50. el 110, 6 50, 8 60, 6 50, 7 00
7 10, 7 LW 75, 7 10.
.n61.110141.'00.. etenei$16tet000n. to medium leaf
F3 50 to $5 00
ol$33100iii.as. medium to good lugs from
114 tows. common lugs from $2 00
For w eek ending June 214, Aber-
tl & Gant sold 107 birds. of to
• .ecoo so follows.
20 Idols. good leaf $650 to 50.
32 Miele. medium leaf $5 50 to 8 5).
311 eoninion held $4 00 to h 40.
17 'Ade. Imre and trine, $2 00 4 25.
Market a shade easier •ictiot
lugs which were some higher.
For the two weeks ending June 21,
Itsgsdale, Cooper &Co , sold 273 Mids.
am follows:
49 Mids. Rohereton . Tenn., leaf
anti lugs from $13 00 to 3 25
33 blots. Todd, , Ky., le: f and
lugs from 19 40 to 2 8').
21 bbds. Honk nee Co., Ky , leaf and
lugs from $10 50 to 4 00.
13 Mids. Legate Cei , Ky , leaf mid
lugs from $9 10 to 3 10.
16 blithe Trigg Co. Ky., Leaf and
Lugs fn m $8 60 to 3 80.
14 hhde. Caldwell ('n. Ky., Lsaf
sod Lugs from $7.80 to 4 75.
128 litide Christian Co Ky., Leaf
and Lugs from $10 75 to 2 So
Our market was very strong on all
grades for lite past two weeks. Com-
mon Leaf and Lugs fully one-half
higher. Bremen •nd Italian Leaf
one half to one cent per peund high-
er. Wrappers also higher. Remem-
ber our charges for receiving and
sellirg is only $2.50 per hogshead
Soliciting your 'Ointments we are
Your. Truly,
ItAostotee, (emirea &Co.
•••
For the week endingJune 16th NOVI'
York exported 1 564 hrgsheade of to
bet-en. Of this 1,061 we it to S intan-
tier, 131 to Ieverpool, 110 to London,
76 to Leith, 40 tn Antwerp, 35 to Glatt
gOW, e5 Trinidsd, 20 to Gibraltar,
18 tn Bremen, 13 to Port au Prince,
7 to Demerara, 7 to Jevernie, the re-
maining 12 sca'tering.
•••
It le a coincidence that the offerings
on the Cincinnati market in the cor-
responding week of 1892 agree exact-
ly with those of the past week-2,272.
Offerings on the Cincinnati market
for the year to date are 9 972 hogs-
heads more than the corresponding
period of last year, or a little over 2.5
per cent. of au increase.
•••
LorisvILLE.
The offering' of Dark Leaf and
Lugs were pomewhat lees in volume
last week than the week previous,
with a large number of package. in a
very u ndes i ruble condition. The
bidding was active for all grades of
Lugs, the Spanish buyer getting the
most of them, and paying full out-
side figures. The better grades of
Leaf shared in the strong tone of the
market generally aud closed firm se
full outside quotations. Seine fafrly
good Black Wrappers disposed of at
8 and 812 cents. eniotatioo: Com.
Lugs $3 00 to $3 25; Med. Lugs $3 25
to $3 75; Goed Lugs $4 00 to $4 75-
Caf otn.fleteibi:filfi$.4,1e3.4to Laa5 00f ;16M.5(1. silLoeoaf;
Com. Wi uppers $6 00 to $7 00; Med
Wrappers $7.00 to $8 00; Geod Wrap-
pent $8 00 to $9 UO. 597 tiled+. of dark
tobacco was sold on the L
market Last week.
•••
PADITA H.
The market last week was strong
on all grades, with Lugs and Good
Leaf higher. The quality showed
some improvement over last week,
yet the bulk of the tiering+, was or
common short Leaf. teceipte 449,
efferinge 524, le jections 13.5, actually
sold 389. Quotations: Lugs—Com. to
Med. $2 2-5 to $3 50, (1 aid $3.75 to $4 25.
leaf—Com. $4 25 to $5 75, Med. $6.00
to $7 50, Good $7 50 to $9 00, F.ne $9 00
to $10 50.
•••
CLARKSVILLE.
Receipts of this market last week
were 889 Weds, while sales amounted
to 1,631. Market was active, excited
end irregularly A, to 1 14 cent higher.
Gatt,',."7,'Agents.$7$
• sari ter,iLory Tim
• LOS Wei 01 senor. Washes all,lbs
dish. tor • tsmily f• ea* =abets
Wybee, ram.. nnd Ince tlune
widow. wralse hami• Toeituelt butt.. the...homes.
the net aright. peltened Menge,
nod cheerful wives. Pe waded
eagory.tolawilaultoor clot king.
he noon Melton oe nose. CRI•sp.
MarsOl•,•strik.atoil.Circularvtrlio.
W. F. dand.5205 a CO, Cat aw IS, ibstastbse,
A Mathematical Woodier.
Rube Field, the Warrensburg iPa.)
mathematical wonder, is an imbecile
and does not know one figure (mom an-
,ither. His pastime is to give off handed
answers to problems like this: "What
will 52o yards of calico amount to a3
•", 3  cents per yard,. with a discount uf
5 and 2,  per (salt. '' It takes but a mo-
ment for him to anewer t rich (menthe's.
and the reply is said to be invariably
correct.
The First Itoopaktrta.
Fleopskirts first appeared in 1530. An
iron cage was torepare el, and the skirts
were stretch( 41 ever it. The cage. was
tipped to one side, the lady crawled me
dement'', and the cage was liestcli«1 to
her •.aiet 1,y a stromg leather belt. The
tomtriviii:ce. oftt v.-eirhed aa much as
10 pounds.-- Yankee Blade.
Slave Catching In Tonga's.
While In mcart parts of the world, ex-
cept Africa, slave catching is becoming
a thing of the past, the practice still
carried on to s:imeextent Tonquin in
spite of the effurts of the- French to put
an end to it. The practice of exporting
them as slaves, came about in this way:
In llie5 the Chinese soldiers who in-
vaded Toonquiri, which was in revolt
against China, foound themselves encum-
ts.red by pried lours, but at last decided
to ship th.on to China and see if they
(4 /III(' III tt •Iglj It WiLl thIS ti/114.
that emigrate .11 its/t'llPtrit reeruit-
nig l'hina thousands o.f won-holier* tee
toll on the' t.:11.1110 i•laltelS of Chile. The
hundrelle of male prisoners N:t•re easily
disposed of too these emigration agents,
and the women and childnei Wl10 WPM
arming the unfertunates were bold to
well to do Chinese.
This opened a DOW' trade, although at
first it With 11.4 easy to sell the Winner',
because wealthy familite did net wish
to have eervants with lolitek teeth,
(.114110.41 by their Kooky lir f•Inowing the
bete.1 nut. S./ Paliall pree 114041
fur hgiwuvcr, Veit all the. weineen
evert. finally sold. Today these wo mem
are in demand in 10,11u. parts of western
China. As etevents tiner are gentle,
obedient mill leht alums arid so high
ly 1441•1•11111.4 that they otaunnuol A Wei el
prit e. xeliatigte
ROBERT, WOOLDRIDGE
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable.
NINTH STREET, NEAR L. & N. DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
PENCERI BUSINESSCOLLEGESIINCORPORATED.)
The great praetteal Iturdness Book-Keeping and Shorthand
Colleges. They give A pamaport to business and oitectots. Catalogue frock
BEIM /spencer. Pres't, .1. F. Fish, Bee' y. Address Speoceriait Collette at
Louisville, Ky., Owensboro, Ky., or Evansville, Incl.
ee...eze OW-
TO2ACCO. CRUSTED SCALY SKINTorments Minister's Family. Almost
Drove W ife Mud. Doctors Useless.
Inatattit Helier and speedy
Cure by Cuticura.
Mime years ago mv wife, four little children,
and In”4elt were afflicted with a crusty, scaly
disease of neltytt.roagrynaeintitevdisiitana,}11f.amsuiltyA.
a os.
re reapectively nine, seven,My c ildren's a
and four years, except the ieningest, who sku
ouch' two mouths old. Itt aIl out 'mitering, tny
wire suffere.I the mesa. It almost drove her
Awl. The disease first inaile appearanee on
leo wite.oleiLek between t lie slum idersjoul sp
across to her oreast. It looked like it was es,v-
ent,1 over with little icales. I first bought of a
drug stone, tootheine for skin disease, which
failed to do any good whatever. I DPI t empicoed
• d octor who gave relief for a short while. Alter
trying him for quite • while without effecting a
cure, 1 called in another doctor bo proved to
do no better than the first. After this I bought
Curie u KA Rt.:51E1,1ES of Messrs. Purcell, Ladd
& Richmond. Va., hat ing read of them in •
newspaper. Relief followed the first
cat ion, and five ter six sets cured all of us. I do
not know what the disearie was we had. it
affected us all alike, but I do know Curictxt.i.
cured us of that skin disease.
ilEAV;Of11.,N.e1Wserli)4111Zinty, Va.
have used yallt rt- ticults REMEDIEO for
eases WWI to be ine•urAble. tr) good doctors. and
they cured nie at once. They are the best skin
and bio°d Gs.
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
TIt 'LltA ItIo+ceL%F.NT, the new bk..' and
skin purifier. and greatest of humor remedies,
elearuies the blood of all impurities and poison-
ous elements. and thus removes the cause. while
Cutlet' ISA , the great skin cure, and RA
SOAP, an exquisite skin beautifier. clear the
akin and scalp, and restore the hair.
Sold throughout the world. Price, Cr•rtcras,
60c., Boar, 2.e.; REsoLvx NT, POTTIER Dave
•ND CHEM, CORP., SOlg Proprietors, Boston.
Sir " Bow to Cure Skin Disease.," mailed free.
BABY'S tlykitn..tsfilidcrScalps,1:AurritleoAi be:01.1..6 17=1
RHEUMATIC PAINS.•
In one minute the Cancers Anil-
Pain Plaster relieves rheumatic. sci-
atic. hip. kidney. chest and muscular
pains %net weaknesites.
D AILY MARKET REPORT.
Reported daily by Rawlins & Co.
Brokers.
Leased wit-alto New 'York and Chicago.
REPRESENTINi.:
Lamson Bros. & Co.. Grain and Provisions,
Board of Trade, Clueargo. Ill.
Puraell H0.175171041 ct C.-. Mock
New York, and Atwood, Violet & Co , Cotton
Exchange, New York.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Jute 20, '94
Exchange,
Chicago Market.
Dereription. gsr HMO I e ,0W. Ct.orelt
July Wheat 594., . 607. . .
WTI W heat e4 tee. . 61.4.4:1;
July Corn 4; 44a. . 411. 42ts, .
sept f'eerri 4 flaw. 43 .
July Outs 41., ".97-. 43 .
Seed Oats 3 Ai . 31 ,
July Cork 12 AO. 12 43. . 11 r2. 12 12.
July Lard 6.6! .. 4.62 6. 6)
July Ribs .37 . eel 41.35 ... 6 35
New York Stocks and Ceettaa.
It.Description. °PRY
July Cotton T iso ..
Amer. Tob. 711 .
Chicago t;s0 :W. .
Del. & Leek 
L & X ti.,; . .
Monbatii n 1 li ,
Sugao ilet 449.i
Tenn
Coal A Iron 19 .. . .
.1s .
99 ,
19'1
LOW. CLOS
7 07 !I
PliPi • 0514• •
75 . .1...
44,6 45
1.1o+3 :Jet,
97 977,
19') 19',
CHICAGO RE( EIPTS TO DAY.
Wheat  31 Cars .44 Grad.
Corn 314 " '92 -
Oa s  Si "  37 "
Hogs   34C0Ou
Cattle 17,:401
CHICAGO ESTIMATED RECEIPTS TO-
Wheat 
MORROW
slt cera
Cora  :X. '-
Oats  lig "
Hogs   64.000
Next week 
BANK STATEMENT.
Reserve, Decrease
Loans Increase .
Specie I h•
Legal' I /ecresee 
Deposits I1ecrease  
Circulation, Decrease
541,475
'29.1Ael
Is6
5,1,903
3 6.610J
ALL
 elIMMIMM
COME IN AN2 SEE!
The prettiest stiock ot SPRING GOODS ever put on
the llopkineNiPe Market is to be een at the URA '
Store of
HOG MARKRT.
Hogs to-day  36.0nr
Hogs yes'erday '  21.6 to
Hogs tc-morrow  3i 000
•• next week 
Light   4:;s14141,4.•
NI 'ten  4.;:aalti..5
Rough   44.5e4•••
Heat v   1/11.411",
(' ATtLE. . i ............ . 17,11411
Chicago Receipts and Shipments.
gr. wt. arcowmfm,
Headquartersf or I)relts Goods and Trimmings in the latest Nnvi•W,e.
Wash Dress Fabrici in endless variety. Embroideries, aril'
Laces_ The largedt and best assorted stoek in the city.
Hil ons ide r3F.,
Cori "illy ad°Cnudffst,6—Ladies' Waists, LILCR Curtaiete Whit& Quilts.
A fnll line. Gloves, Handkereb Gorse
ic740tiOntlis,
Gents' and Ladies' k'urniehing Goode, Parasols. Umbrellae, Stamped
Goods, Drapery Munn, Silkerlines and Silk Fringe to match &c., &c.
Carpets, Rugs and Mailings,
My stock in this department is one of the largest in the city, embra.;ing
the new patterns in Mexpiette, Body and Tapestry Br ss Is, nll wool and
cotton ingrams. Cottage, Irish Brussels and Hemp, Linoleums and 0:1
Cloths. Lovely line of Bugs. Many new things to fatting.
Shoes Shoes
Just received
ford Ties.
you see my
enu-A —a
a new line of Gents', Ladies and Misses' Shoes ne ()V
and in fact my stock is complete in everv department. lienetir•
goods whIn in need ofiteansypeelhitofgainy. my line.
VES,
INERNESZIMMe=ere.....2
ING
ANI) WILL DICTATE PRICES
TO YOU FOR
JU NE I rpm
30 Liu DAYS!
IF YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW
WE CAA AFFORD TO SELL
GOODS AT SUCH PRICES WE
WILL TELL IOU. WE SIMPLY
GRIT OUR TEETFI AND STAND
IT. WE NEED MONEY, NEED
IT NOW, NEED LOTS OF IT,
AND W E
•
JUNE
30
MUST e HAVE IT.
On the Above Date,
FOR TEN DAYS,
We Will Give Good Goods Away at the Followirg Bar-
gains:-
1 1111. I Ks. Rac at rrii. SHIPMENTS.
(luta
Cut Meats els vs
l'ork 36
144.604
 444
  2 061.449
  1:7 00111   Better Come Early!Flour es.95,1  li 14" W heat ',Il P99 74 i .Corn 11e2.:,11 
Lard Zo6,5,60 ..  1,6a i,470
NEW YORK CLEARs.
Wheat 
rour 
corn
IS',Onn Bus.
'2. ILO l'kgs.
Bus.
- 44- ---
VI heat Bus
riour ..... ........... . 544e, Psits.
orn  Bo
Oats  Bn.
NO fall W EsIT ERN RECEIPTS.
minneapons.—W heat cars.
Duluth.—
Total 
- - --
Stoves Not H•roirrel on Statrare.
Many of the storage warehouhe com-
panies in the city have this season inau-
gurated a new plan in regard to taking
stoves for storage during the suumier
and are refusing to store them netts,-
the fee is paid in advance or they aro
stored with other articles. The reasor
for the step is that many of the etellIpat-
Dies have had valuelees stoves left or.
their betide by the owners. wile replaced
them with new ones the fall. The
stove then hail to be kept for a long
while, anel if the ewner refused to take
it away it witit S01,1 I05 eold metal at a
low price, so that the tetal loss to the
company was considerable. A few coin-
parlies in the city take stoves of all kinds
on storage as formerly, but even those
doing st./ complein that the business is
attended by a loss.-13oeton Trauscript.
• Table.
A ewallow fit and plucked a
small piece of wtstl item the back of a
The :lit ep Was VI ry tutliktnant
and denuums et the swallow in scathing
"Why (lo you. make Filch a friss?"
asked the swallow. "Yon never eay
anything when the sheple rol takes all
the woel you hat:e.• en yeur btruk."
"Thra's a dill, e thii.g entirely, ''
replied the sPe. p. '•If you 1.1:e '4,%* lioW to
take any wool v.itheut hurting me at-
the shipla id (Its's, I would not object
so much. "
This fable is mil% ly intended to ex
plain why millions can I e stiden with
impunity. while the theft ef a pair et
hoots er a but ef Ion ad is punished
with talell !4 lAy....--TUSZLS Siftings.
°nick Transit.
"Did yi-r . v. r st.p ter think," said
Meandi ring Mike, " 'Ie,ut this worlde
rune lig tin its axes once t very 24 le aire?"
"es.art i• 1 has said Plodding Pete.
inistli:y fast travel, so fast thet
it theet teem emit White. tryill ter III, •
prove On it. Er feller that ain't colltent-
isl ter jos' sit down en slide with the
earth at that rate of speed is leo dog-
guneil hard ti.t. satisfy that his (pinion
ain't wuth hat'uni to nohow. "—Wa-sh-
ingtun Star.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
Ietillet to personal enjoynient when
rightly timed. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
lisps expenditure, by more prernialy
adapting the world's best preducht to
the mode of physical being, will attest
the value te health of the pun- liquid
lexative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Fire
Its extellenee is due to its preeentine
in the form moat acceptable and pleas-
ant in the taste, the re( nett i lig and tru ly
beneficial pmpertiee of a perfect lax-
ative ; effeetoally cleansing the system,
dispelling is 'aboi, headaches and levers
MA permanently curing constipation.
It has Fiven satisfaction to millions and
met with the. approval of the medical
proft.ssion, because it acts,on the Kid-
neys, Liver and ItowelseYethout weak-
ening them and it is perfAqly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fir. is for sale by all drug-
giets in 50 cent bottle's, but it is man-
ufacture(' by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, ale° the name, Syrup of Fire
and being well informed, you will nut
accept substitute if offend.
• ••
All wool S., otch sn't In 50 00
wonilDsep„artn!,en,t.Clothing -
,..
..... " b UP
12.00 7.00
12 50 7.50
. ...: 50 7 44
I) :'311211 52; .. 41.':.11:0:11 
1/ on
7 rie
7.51.1
7.6
7.0u
i!55, (44 .- I I('jU31Ur1:),
All wool Eng cite.
et. Faiiorekopk1.$4161.bit I 1115)72'W:7 "
" " linty Plaid
Bru Leg elm 
+ 10/.10
1 115:110'
1 17.50
I.:7•0:e1:°(iii
- . Blu• rie'rwe
(levy Full cam 
. 17.1 o
41 116 .. 
I...es h0,,, ..
••
64. .6
66 44
66 46
61 .4
••
•6
46 44
•• 6.
•• 4.4
" "
• 46
Bro. Scotch cam •
1Li ray Hari is cam.
7' ,
" R
Pi. id ear. worth;
Pro. Scote h
B Cheviot
Eng worsted
As• _deo ra4
linty •. •Lnoit
Bro. " c • .
Mr.. and Tan e 4
Wk. nevi. ••
•• 46 6.1 Oa 46 
"
44 66 46 64 64 o
t'oon At Co.'s 4-ply, 2100 Linen
Collars, assorted styles: worth 20 cts.
each, DOW 'L5 eta. per doz.
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SOSSIt QUU
Judge V. C. Clark. of Croftor, was
in the city this week.
M re. W. Eddins, of Feirview, Was
in the city Wrdneeday.
Mrs. John Thurmond, of The
Sq tare, was here yesterday.
Mr. W. W Radford, of Herndon,
was here on bueiuese yesterd ty.
Mrs. Virgil Garrett, of Pt nibroke,
was shopping in the city Mouelay.
Mr. Frank Vseighn, of the Fen view
neighborhood, was here yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mont Dawento, of
R oaring Spring's, were here Weil'ilay.
Mr. Edgar H•ncock, of the Elmo
neighbor000rt, was in the cl y Mon-
day.
Meier., 0 A. West and (1 rard
Shelton, of Crofton, were in town
Moudsy.
Mrs. Dr. litscoe, of the Ca'edonia
neighborhood, was tu the city yester-
day 'morning.
Mite Sallie Hurst, if Clarksville, is
the guest of Miss Pattie Flack, on
South Male street.
Mr. C. M. Brown left yesterdey
at tern. • i for Hot Springs, Ark., in
be gone several weeks.
MI-. Mery Ben Rive., fib.. C take
usielabor meal, is in Cisrk.'I te vela -
lug Mimi Meta Belle Voter.
Miss Lieu. White, from the Hern-
don neighnorbood, was among the
Meiners to the city ye, t
Id levee 0 ;fluid ue cud Pam' iue
Crumbaugh will go over to Clarke-
- viii. this evening to visit friends.
Miss Fiorence Rives has returned
to her home at Casty, after a plena-
ant vire t to (Heade at Clarksville.
Mrs. S. A. White, of Peducate will
spend the .unieuer with her daughter.
Mrs. W H Tucker near the city.
Mrs. Bettie Hollaud ard her neje.,
Miro Bettie Yotreg, of Paducah, are
visiting the [mil of D. R Board.
Mrs. Dr. McDevitt left this week
te rpeud tao Seeks with tier mother
to (Lie ueighbor hood of Alleneville.
Mr. Johu E. Davis, the wide-awake
merchant from Haley's Mill, was in
Lb. city eemetday morning on bud-
Mrs. Fred Stowe, of Julien, was in
the yesterd ty morning. etre was ac-
companied by her guest, Mies Co-
pses.
Mr. J. W. Yrucey and family have
returned from Paducah, where they
have retitled for the pest nine or ten
month...
Miss Julia Baker, of Springfield,
Tenu_, who has beeu visiting rel.-
lives here, left Wednesday afternoon
for her home.
Miesee Msttie Melt iynolds and
Hattie B woe, of Eikton, ars the
guests of Mies A uuie Crabb, on South
Campbell street.
Meier . Henry and Lyne Starling
haws returned to their home at
Greenville, Miss., after a pleasant
visit to Wallace Kelly.
Mrs. K. Mektie came home Friday
afternoon after nearly two months
abeence in Wyoming and Utah. She
reports a pleasant time.
Miseee Nenuie BODOD and May
Bird William.'. of Harrodsburg, will
arrive in the city this evening to visit
ars the guests of Mims Intel. (neither.
Clarksville Progress-Democrat of
yesterday: Mr. and St s. Jas. W.
Wes', of Hepkins•ille, are in tbs.
city the guests of Dr. Williams'
Lanny.
Mr.. John Young and children left
Monday to speud a couple of weeke
with Mrs. Rowena Bollinger and
other Mewls in the Elmo and New
Providence aeighborhocd.
Frankfort Capital: Miss Jennie
Bieber time, 4 Pembroke, a sister of
Col. Frank B. Richardson, arrived
In the city yesterday and will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Rictiatel on at the Ken-
yon.
Henderson Journal of Wednesday:
Mr. W. J. Chiles, of hlopkineville,
accompanied by his two son.., wee lu
the city yesterday en rr ute home.
Mr. Chile* is connected with the In-
ternal R.•venue service and has been
touring the district.
A farm for rent, apply to H. D.
Wallace. wtf
A marriage license was issued Wed-
s -day to Mr. J. C 8 well and Miss
emote M. Adams of this county.
Walter Evans was declared on
Tuereday to be the Republican nomi-
nee f•rr Coogrese in the Louisville
district.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Green have
decided to break up housekeeping
and board. They will make the
change very soon.
The ehureb down at Pee Dee is be-
ing repaired, and wheat it ellen have
been completed it will be quite a
handsome building.
Mr. T. S. 'Venable his been elected
president of the Owensboro Savings
Batik to fill the Vacancy Caused by
the death of Mr. Silas Dean.
Any one wishing to buy ornamen-
tal iron or wire yard or graveyard
fencing, also any kind of bicycle will
save money by calling on H. W.
Tibbe. ddiwtf
Lawrence 0. Shanklin has connect-
ed himself with D. R Carpenter in
The Insurance beeline.)s and would be
glad if his friends would eall on him
before taking iusurauce of any kind.
Offi over City Bank.
The Evansville Bulletin says: "A
writer who must have been there ex-
presses himself in the following pant-
graph: 'Now is the picnic season
, when the cheerful Idiot puts on a
girl's hat and makes an ass of him-
self.' "
The Louisville Evening P yet says
that Geo. W. Jolly, of Owensboro,
would lik• to have the Republican
Isomitsatioo for Congreas in this dis-
trict. Jolly must have both rueuey
and time to throw away or else he
would not want the nomination,
Which is at best, an empty honor it
be at all.
Mi.. Lizzie Johnson, who resides
on InfInth street In this city, was mar-
ried at Nash•iFe Wednesday to Mr.
Berney Keegan, a passenger engineer
who runs between Hopkinsville and
Evansville. T110 announcement of
the marriage came as a turpriee to
Mies Johnson's friends in this city, as
they were not aware that anz contem-
plated the step.
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There Is said to toe a laree number I Repeiriiiir neatly and promptly
cf visitors at D toiviont Springs at I dune by JEslir Mmittig
present.
viithe Henderson Bridge Comp/any.
Tks. decision gives the plaintiffs4.30
3100,0010 mislead of 860,000 which the
c •urt below gave.
Pinnialee, boils and other hit limn. of
the bleed are iiihele to break oic in
the warm weather. Prevent h by
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Tue late Mr. ('rocker's cure for
temps ranee which he is using on his
son-, fr.ring him a legney of $4t10 000
if he rentairos s. ber for five )eat-
may be better than the Keeley treat
ment, but it is uot so generally avail-
able.
Mr. Frank B it of the H mk ins
ville Ii depeudent, hiving paseed a
highly creditable exacuivatIou, has
beet!' licensed to practice law at this
tier. A 1 with know Mr. Bell know
that he possesses the ability to woke
a good lawyer of trinities f.
Henderson Journal of &Judea : "S.
W. 0,burtt, a farmer of Davies.
enmity, and one of the richest men
in the county, parsed through the
city yesterday iti charge of two
guartio who were taking iiim to the
asylum at Hopkinsville."
Cadis Telephone: 'Tom Wright
of Cerulean Springs district, deliver-
ed the last of his crop of V KO pounds
of tobacco reified last year on 21 acres
of land, for wh:ch he reeeived 5ive
psr pound all round. All things con-
ordered the price was satisfactory."
T1 e Herderson Gleaner of yestei-
day : "Jack Q•rinly, of this city, Vika
yesterday given the contract for 
pleaterIng the new addition to be made to
the Western Kentucky Arn Mtn For
The Lorene at his bid of $2 930. The
contract is fir riur or five thousand
) sots f A. no. pi eteringr.
'i.e lutenist revenue tax yielded
our (lovernmeut last year $153 000,-
10o; of this sum$91,000,GCen was from
the tax on distilled spirits; $31,000,-
00 from that on tobacco; $30,000,000
trom fearnented lquots, $1,266.000
olemergarine, and the remainder
from miecelleneoue sources.
The Henderson U eaner hoe the
following to sty about a young man
who is well known in this city: "We
learn iedireeily that HeuryJ Powell,
the siftble State agent of the Manhat
tan Lite I isurance Co , is to take un-
to himself a beiter half in the oereon
of an accomplished Louisville young
lady."
Mr. and Mr.. Jahn Pickford, for-
merly of this city, Ut now of Provi-
dence, lost their only child by death
Sunday night. The body was brought
to this city for burial. The funeral
took place at 3 o'clock Monday
efteruoon. Mr. Pickford is at present
agent for the L & N. over at Provi-
dence.
Tba R--publicans In Hopkins coun-
ty have nocnitiated toe following
get tlemen to be their standard-bear
ers: J. H. Fox, county jo Jae; J. H.
Lunsford, ober ff ; J. N. Talieferro,
c tuuty court cletk ; C. J. Wedeln),
county attorney; Buck Franklin,
j knot ; J. D. Clark, assessor; G. W.
blower, coroner.
Fairview will soon have ancreher
newspaper. One of her citizen,.,
'squire W. B Brewer, has purchased
the D.wson Times, and will wove
ihe plant to Fairview, where on or
about the first of September he will
publieb a newspaper to be known as
the Fairview Weekly Review.
'Squire Brewer will, it is said, edit
tue piper himself.
The Kentucky School of Medicine,
at Louisville, held its °lading exer-
chase in that city last nigtit,-and
turned out upon a helpless world 200
doctoreethree fourths of whom would
hardly LDOW the dfference between
a lung and a leg. But then it shou'd
be remembered that diplomas cost
$30 and two hundred of them amount
to $e,019-quite a nice little sum.
We have j ist received a copy - of
the new arid popular sour, "Coxey'•
March to Washington," published by
the Happy Home Pub. Co., South
Bend, lud. 1 be words are very ai -
propriate and the music is catchy,
and of a high order. It Is issued in
handsome sheet music form, and is
for sale at the music stores.
n. Polk L- if em'e friends all over
this district will be exceedingly sorry
to Irmo that he has been compelled
to withdraw from the race for Con-
veers. His health is PO bed that he
fl _de it impossible to continue longer
in a race in which his prospects for
success were exceedingly bright.
The district, more than Mr. Laffron,
will be !o'er by his withdrawal.
At a meetirg of the dire dory of the
Ohio Valley railway company, held
at Louisville last Saturday, Capt.
Sam S Brown, of Pittsburg, was
elected president and Dr. P. G. Kel-
ley vice president. This argues well
for the road and means that there is
going to be an increase of the coal
traffic, which, it is predicted, will
width] the next year assume im-
mense proportions.
Mr Mathew Armstrong, one of the
oldest citizens of North Christian,
died Monday morning at his borne
at Crofton, after quite a protracted
illness. Mr. Armstrong was a t110111
excellent man, and a consistent
christian, having for the greater part
of his life bean a devout member of
the Baptist church. His death is re-
gretted by everyone in neighborhood
where he was kown. Toe funeral oc-
curred Tuesday ; the interment befog
at the Armstrong burying ground
near ('notion.
The May report of the Frankfort
penitentiary shows that the chair
factory produced $17,333 .44 The
skilled labor and material to produce
them cost $8 676,30; subtracted from
the output leaves $8,6,57,4 to be cree-
ited to convict labor. There was an
income from the hired convicts in
addition to the aboveof 1664.48, which
makes a total of $9,216 02 to be credit-
ed to convict labor. The total cost
of-maintaining the penitentiary for
the month was $6,86111 69, which leaves
$2,360.es as a net profit to the State
over all expenses for the month of
May.
Friday Mr. Alex Stoker., who
has a store in Todd county-between
Fairview and Elkton, was suddenly
taken ill on Ninth street in this city.
He went into the merchant tailoring
establishment f Goiman A Son,
where be got so much worse that a
physician was summoned. Di. Bus-
se!! succeeded to some extent it, re
lieviog the man's suffering, and wbosti
he got better had him removed to
Mrs. Metcalfe'o where be died Sat-
urday at 2 o'clock. Death was due
to congestion of the stomach. Dr.
Russell, who had known the man for
years, says that he had always been
delicate and in bad health. It seems
that Mr. S:okes had been subject to
attacks similar to the one that carried
him off.
Pere/I-ere Ii ihli iseu o con be
Mr. D J &wristlet and N1 is,. Ora 1. %seri the q iarterly eitateirietit ti, t
Ditto, a p pular temple of Croftoe, re.lab it reticlel jut-mutter', the
were married yesterday. Batik of 11.o1kitieville. The s 'natty
E4-where intl s p pot Dr. To- rif this benk Is too Well knoW41 to
mem, discusses the hurtling of his heed any c intmente at our hand..
three tabernaelee. The article is an It ei its Si atenueul-.1 tope Ake r,r it-
inerestii g one ;-read it.
We putei.11 to cloy the qu irtrey
J. ft Morrie Is always up with the 
-op lenient . f be Piantei's B•uk of
.t I..... Try hint. Shop over Horwer t is city, which was made up at the
& clove f b.is oiece Ott the IS ti of this
The (wort of appeals Saturday af- Tui. statemetit shows that
firmed the deeesion of die lewer enure the batik is doing a It ..oml and safe
in the elltle of O'Connor & MeCulleh and getting its share of tie
p arourge f tire pub i Foid the
stet,. went at.d read it.
H.ve your clot hr a clear eil arid re-
paired tiy J• N FowrIght,411••tatior
Suits Iro•ni $20 en $60, pants, $6 030 to
$lo oti. Bodge etrert, opposite
N Feta t Ill oe.
The City Batik, that well-known
Onaecial concern, now node,
the able direction of Mr. E. B. Linig,
furresoes to the pubic Iii this
',sue of our paper a quarterly S at -
tut at of i 8 rOt.chtlon. Tole etati -
shows that the inauagers have been
wide awake end active during the
quarter closing on the IS Li hist. I
will pay you to read the statement.
The Henderson Gleaner of Satur-
day says: '•D ieuty Coiled States
Moses Builington was ell-
route til 0 ereuriboro yesterday with
E' so Bron•ugh, alias ,Brinson (co'-
ore'-) as his prisoner. She is front
Hopktuoville and is charged with at-
tempting to get a fraudulent pension.
Her &don ey, Tom Lawson, is alto
implicated In ihe charge and is under
bond for appearance at United States
Court in_Owensboro."
Shiloh's Vitaliser is what you need
for Dyspepsia, Torpid Liver, Yellow
Skin or Kudney Trouble. It is 
guarsnteed to give you satisfaction
Price Trio. Sold by Wyly & Burnett
R x Myers, who lives in the B utT
Springs neighborhood, in North
Christian, was arrested on a charge
of having attempted to commit a
rape on the person of Mrs. Wiley
Robertson, who also lives in that
neighborhood. The warrant was
sworn out by the woman's husoand.
Meyers was brought to this city,
where he give bond In the sum of
t 300 Examining trial will be held
to-morrow.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A., San Diego,
Cal., says: "Shiloh's Catarrh Reme-
dy is the first medicine I have ever
found that would do me any good."
Deice 60 etre Sold by Wyly &Burnett.
The Hopkins County Fair Compa-
ny is makirg extraordinary prepara-
tions tor the twelfth annual fair to
to be he'd August 29, 30. 31 and Sep-
tember I. A new amphitheatre and
II oral hall are being erected on a
modern plan and many other im-
provements are being made. The
purees for racing and trotting this
year amount to $1,700, the largest
sum ever given by the company. Tie
catalogue of premiums will be item , d
in a few days.
The very best time in the world to
advertise is when business is dull.
Peop!e then have more time to read
advertisements and think over them.
Tneu, eosin, they are always ready
to go to the merchant who offers them
the greatest value for their money.
It is a most unwise prlicy that
prompts a merchant to reduce his
advertising space when "times are
bard " Think the matter over, and
If you are a good business man you
will see that we are right about this.
Karl's Clover Root, toe new Blood
Purifier, gives freeliness and clear
nese to the cotnplexion and cures
Constipation. .25c, 60e. and $1.00.
Sole by Wyly & nuroeta.
Press dispatches say the Louisville
& Nashville Fiiday made an impor-
tant deal in New York whereby the
Atlantic Coast Line and the L. & N.
will be connected, shortening the
distance between Augusta, Ga., and
Charleston, S. C , twenty miles. The
new road will cost $1,500,000 and Au
gusto Belmont and other capitalists
will build it. The deal is a very im-
portant one for the L & N , as toe
Atlantic Coast Line is one of the
strongest Foals in the country, run
Wog with its connection front Boston
to Tampa, Fla., and making connc-
lions with steamship lines for Ha-
vana.
SchilnIne Cure, the great cough and
Croup Cure, Is for sale toy us. Pocket
nenteing twenty-five doges, only
25t. Children love it. Wyley & Bur-et
The latest swindling scheme out is
being worked on the farmers in POMO
parts of this State. Men represent-
ing themselves as i fticers are calling
on the unauspectiug. They iepre-
sent that the State law reqoires vac-
cination, and they are sent out by
the courtly. They vaccinate their
victims, charge 50 cents and skip out.
The vaccine virus quills left at seve-
ral placer have been examined and
the matter, supposed to be virus, is
nothing more than worthless paste.
Toe scheme is a winner and the men
working it are taking f verything be-
fore them. They put up a very pleu-•
ib'e story, and eves the shrewdeet
might be victim eel.
Marion is getting to be a great place
for breach of promise suits. Matilda
J. Thompson, of that place, has just
brought suit against C. E. Towery,
a'so of Marion, senlog $10,000 dam-
ages-charging breach of marriage
promise and also seduction. She
states in her petition that the day for
their marriage has been set on seve-
ral occasions, and each time the de-
fendant has failed to carry out his
promise to marry her. She also
chargeeseduction under the promise
of marriage. The defendant is a well
to do farmer of the Shady Grove
neighborhood. Toe plalutitTis a grass
widow. Each was divorced from
former companions at the March
'18113, term of court.
Mr. Cushman o terrier, comptroller
of the L. & N , has just issued a
sea'ement of the earnings of th, t
company. For the second week in
J rile the net earnings decreased $38
641 as compared with similar period
of last year, whi e for the first two
weeks in June the decrease was $69,
896 Tue decrease for the period of
time embraced between July lst 1893
and June 14 h 18e1 as compared with
similar period twelve moots previous
Is shown to be $8332,422.10. Of this
tood decrease $2,492,805 41 is in the
freight department, $583,737 20 in the
passenger depsrtment,nind $25547949
from miscellaneous sources. The$3,-
332,022 10 decreasencovers a period of
344 days, making;the average daily
decrease amouottto $9,673 91.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair.
•DR:
BAKING
ER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.
40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U. S. Gov't Report. DON'T MAKE
Baking A MISTAKE
And buy yourPowder spring harnessbefore you see
ABSOLUTELY PURE us. We will
11 it
 
ST'S' e I tlf poser $1, same tack
P.1 7:ic ii J It \forth-% shop over
H ioeer & Itrilaid'e.
Suit loss been i`ro tight Merlen
eireitiet II,- than Valley It•ilway by
• F Lention, who seke that $2,0c0 he
allowed hi iii for denisges puetained
at the trends in the enteperiv. For
-one. reason L tt,uti was tort • ft one
cif 1 lie 0. V. paesenger Ornate it, the
9.h day of the prewerit month, and
for the inj try to lite feelings he wants
$2000
M is Agnes Hest r d d Friday mor-
ning at 10 o'clock at the home ef her
nehes, Mrs. It A. Fr-riot-on-in thii
ity. Mos Heete•, who was eixty•
now years of age, war parlinlly 'wa-
n zed last Motrilay,--eer louvre and
throat and o•IIP 'eels is lug #11.!eted,
hut she recover' ii to s one o vet', on
I y to suttee a eiseend attack on Wed-
needay night which • vended rover
tier entire body, and wl lob resulted
indeed) Friday morniug.
041 Monday twenty persons-eight
men rood twelve v 0111011-00MM if ted
suicide in the city of New York.
Poverty with the men and disappoint-
ment in love with the wonien were
the ',revelling causes. Of the whole
twenty, very few ended their lire in
the same manner. Some took arsen-
ic, some rough on rats, some floor-
phiue, while one woman put a tube
from a gas pipe into her mouth and
died from smelly elation.
ELECTROPOISE
.' TWO MONTHS RENT $5 00
/ A limited numbei of instruments
will be rented at this Dentinal rice
eimply as an advertisement. You
can not afford to miss this opportu-
nity, it has never been made before,
and wiil not last long. See advert Ise-
m.nt elsewheie. Adiess DuBois it
Webb, Lonisvine, Ky.
I hey WIII Support Turner. .
The Louisville Evening Post of
yesterday auto uuced that George
W. Jolly, of Owensborr, will very
probably be the Republican candid-
ate for Congress, and mule the f ol-
lowing commenton it: "It is said the
Kepublicans believe that they have
an excellent chance to elect their
man and will make the most active
cinvase they have ever attempted in
the district. They claim that with
thy P.opulists they have a j rrity
of at least 3,000 in the district, which
Is composed of the counties of Da-
vies, Henderson, Hancock, Union,
McLean, Hopkins, Christian and
Webster. The Republicans figure
that with a good man they can get
most of the Populist vote and rely al-
so on the dirsensioas usual among
the patty in power."
Capt. C. D Bell, a prominent man
in the People's party in this county,
who was here yesterday, says thst
the members of his patty will not
vote for the Republican candidate,
whoever he may be, but will heartily
support Judge Turner, of Heederson,
who is the ueminee of the People's
party. Judge Turner will be here
Monday, July 2ad , and address the
people upon the political issues if the
day.
TO-NIGHT.
The season at Cerulean Springs
will be opened to-night with
one of those grand balls for which
that place has long been famous.
The opening balls at this watering
place are always looked f.rward to
with pleasure by all who are fond of
dancing, and on to-morrow night
there will doubtless be a large num-
ber of people from surrounding towns
to take part In the pleasures of the
evening. As is usual on such
occasions a large delegation of Hop-
iiinsville people will go down. The
hotel at Cerulean has been greatly
improved since last season, and all
who are in need of rest amid who de
sire a quiet Dud peasant place to
spend a few weeks of the hot weather
irliouOl go there. A more polite, ac-
cotuodating and attentive host than
Mr. Toni (Juno is not to be found
anywhere-as all who have ever
stopped with him will readily'
testify. He takes pleasure in look-
lug after the guests, and makes it his
business to see that the wants of each
and every one of them is supplied-
as far as lies in his power. B •tter
water than the sulphur at Cetuleau
Is not to he foetid in this country.
Any person contemplating spending
the summer at sortie watering place
would do well to writes to S. W. Gone
it Co., and get rates, &c.
_•
SIPS OF WISDOM.
To hear is to conquer our fate.
-Campbefl.
4)4
To liv• in hearts we leave belhinel
Is not to die. -Campbell.
'Tie not the whole of life to live;
Nor all of death to die.
-Montgomery':
+11t
How noieele.s falls the foot of time
That only treads on flowers!
-Spencer.
Night is the time to wrep;
To wet with unseen eyes
Those graves of memory where sleep
The joys of other years.
-Montgomery.
tilt
Who that bath ever been
Could bear to be no more?
Yet who would tread again the scene
He trod through life beton
-Moutgotnery
til+
If God bath made title world so fair,
Where sin and death abound,
How beautiful, beyond compare,
Will paradise be found!.
-Mon'gomery.
oll+
Bliss in possession wi I not last ;
member'd J oys are never past ;
At once, the fountain, stream and sea,
They were-they are-they yet shall br.
-Mont gomsry.
tin
Friend after friend departs,
W110 bath not lost a friend?
There is no union here of hearts,
That dude not here an end.
-51outg. mery.
on 4
'Its din'soce lend. enchantment to
the view.
And robes the mountain in its azure
hue. -Campbell.
nit
Cease, every joy, to glimmer on my
mind,
It it leave, oh, leave the light of hope
behind!
What though my winged hours of
bliss have been
Like angel-visits, few and far lie-
tweeu.
erm..-eweller.J1,4
The Muhlenburg Democratic eolln-
ty Comniittee met et Central City
tied settled on Jot us 2:4 as the It
pool Oreenville as the plane of hold
ing a notes 1.1MVPIlt (II trustrUct
delegate,. to I he TItIrd distrirt eau-
vetittoti, which meets
Jolt 18 'I' twelve. of the i oo,m t e:.
out of fifteen are for McElroy, whip
the other three are f or Helm. J. H.
Spetweli wee nominated for Jailer,
W. (' Smith, the regular nominee,
having refuaed to accept the 1100A111a-
t ion.
'I lie Republicans at Louisville held
a primary election 1 et ween the home
of 4 and 9 o'clock Saturday evening,
In a inch Col. Waller Evans ewe',
everything I.• fore him, thereby at-
curing the Republican nonnostion
for Congress from the Fifth District
Th ni mil ation, however, is all the
he will secure, as Amber Caruth wit
roll up Ilia usual majority at the Nu-
vernber electiom CA. Evans was
opposed for the nomination by (leo
Du hello, and Copt. H S Irvin, both
of whom are quite popular with their
party in the city of Louleville.
The elarkeville Chronicle of Thurs-
day Ives the following account of a
unirriage in that town: "It •v. It.
W. B •Ilerny, of Billatuy, this county,
was married at the Methodist par-
nonage this morning by Rev. P. A.
newel!, to Miss Jennie 0. Allen, of
the vicinity of Columbus, 0. The
marriage has a little romance in it.
Some time ago Mr. B Olarny adver-
tised for a wife, and Miss Allen an
ewered the advertisement. They
corresponded for a whi'e, and finally
exchanged photography.. It -corn-
met rist ions followed, and tine morn-
leg Miss Allen arrived in Clarkev
front Ohio. She was met here by Mr.
Bellamy and the couple was married
as stated above. The bride is a bane-
some woman arid comes highly re-
cornmendtd. Lu fact Mi. lie.latuy
stated to a reporter this morning
Noon after the marriage that lie was
as well satiefi-d that he had a good
wife as lie would have been had he
known the lady all her life. The
couple left immedietely after the
ceremony for their future home at
Bellamy. Tule is more evict, lace that
it pays to advertise."
DEATH OF MRS. WALLACE.
Mrs. E len Kenton Wallace, widow
of the late Mr. Albert Wallace, died
Wedneetley night at her residenceon
S. Main street in tele city. Mrs. Wal-
lace was 73 years of age, and tied been
an invent' for a number of years. A
short time ago her health began to
get worse, and for several days it was
known that she could not recover.
She died surrounded by her
four children all of whom had beeu
watching at her bedside since her
sickness had taken a dangerous turn.
Her sole D. H. H. Wallace, who is
an sesietatit physician at the L zing-
tan Asylum for the Insane, was ruw-
wetted to her bedside several deye
age.
Mrs. Wallace was a most ex. ellerit
w. man, and was dearly loved by all
who Strew her well, and her (leach,
while it had beeu expected, will ue•
erthelese, be a source of profound
sorrow to a very large number it
people iu this City u hi) knew her
worth, her many sterling qualities of
head and heart which endeared het
to all with whom she came lu con-
tact. A better, kluder, more I Inc-
dentate mother than Mrs. WAliace
never lived, nor was any mother ever
blessed by more loving and devoted
chi dreu than she had. The devotion
Of her ahlidreu to her was beautiful
to see, and it impressed upon one the
fact that she must be no ordinary
mother woo could command and re-
ceive such deep devotion Oil the part
of her cuildren, and in the closing
flours f her life the thought of it we,.
source of the greatest cowt.rt ti
tier.
Mrs. Wallace was a chr;s• Ian In al;
that the term implee. ki. r belief lit
her S .vior aud His eleoeiug blood
was full,atosolute, and wheu sue wee
ill it was a source of comfort to her,
and, when she came to die, it robbed
death of its sting.
Mrs. Wallace leaves four children,
Alfred, Henry, Howe and kolieeJulia,
who do not neouru alone, but are
joined in their grief by a host of people
who also 1 ,ved their neither, am.
who aid nose her.
The funeral took place a 4 O'ClOf k
yesterday afternoon flout her late
residence, and was conducted by
Rev. C. H. Nash, of the Baptist
cbuich, of which church Mrr. Wal
lace had ,for years been a menthe'.
The interment was at Hopewell
cemetery.
Protractel
Evangelist JAin T. Par., of Texas,
has consented to protract the mee,ing
at Hille'• Chappel until next ra 1121da)
night. Services commence promptly
at 8 o'clock and close at 9 every even-
ing this week. Mr. P e is having a
crowded house every meeting; no one
can hear him without being enter-
tained cod lustru 2ted. Whether you
agree with him or riot, you cannot
fail to be it thence(' to a higher, holt
er and better life. TI.e music is of
the old f tehioned kind, without an
organ. You will enjoy it. The de
onions» of Christ who worship at Chap-
pel are fortunate in having the ser-
vices of such a preacher as Mr. Poe.
• • •
PREFERRED LOCALS
The latest thing in
Chimesettes to be worn
with Duck Suits at Sam
Frankeik.
New line Chimesettes
just received a bam
Frankel's.
N e w Line Ladies
Winasor Ties at Sam
Frankel's.
Ribbons all widths and col-
ors at Sam Frankel's.
Zephyrs, all colors, 5 cents
ounce at Sam Frankel's.
Ladies' Tan Oxtords, at
Sam Frankel's.
Latest Novelties in
Gents' neckwear at
Sam Frankel's.
DIVIDEND NO. 16.
At the semi annual meeting of the
Hoard of D.rectors of the Crescent
Milling Co., a dividend of foor per
cent (4 %) was declared out of tire
net earnings for the six months end-
log May :41st and same payable July
1st R. H. De freville, • SOLI) 1.N. 1 RN X% Itl..
June 4. Secretary. reoenalor altHARD•011.TATIAIR MIR. CO.. •T.LOICA
show you the
largest and best
line of harness
ever shown in
the county and
at prices that
will
SURPRISE YOU.
It is not how
cheap but how
good and OUR
MOTTO has al-
waysbeen T HE
BE T. We
have every-
thing from the
lowest fa r m
harness to a
hames trap that
can be bought
at a first class
shop.
We will interest you
if you will call onus.
F. A YOST&CO.
Cotton Belt Rule
Louis Boutharostern Italiway.
- ro---
ARKANSA and TEXAS
THE ONLY LINE
niwiTtill:
'1"21.rolog.1. Car Ger-vice
--PROM-
MEMPHIS AND TEXAS.
-No Change Of Cars To-
FORT WORTH, WACO or Inter-
mediate Points,
TWO DAILY TRIVII
arr. Mg Throtigh Coectics and Pullman
Sleetmga. mat er*Ing the Elbe t Pa- riot tog.
Or:axing and Timber Land., end reaching the
Must Prosperous Tow us and Cities In the
Great Southwest.
FARM INti 1...t Nos.
-Yielding abundantly
ail the cereal.. corn and cotton, and eat Cc-
tally Sdipte41 to the cu tivation of sumoall
and early no getato is
GRAZING LA NDS.-ntToroling -•ellent
room age during aini at the e 1 re year.
and compitrall%ely close tottir 0. at mar-
kets.
151 BF R. LAN Covered with 1110tlt I n-
ext.auslible foments of yellow I Me, cy •
preas Slid the hard Moo u. common to Ar-
kansas and Kentaro Texas.,
Can Sc proctirzd on rex...mil:le and advanta-
geous terms. •It It,,. connect with and
have ticket. on sale %ill the
Cotton Belt Route.
For ratea, maps and all necessary informa-
tion call on or addrees
K. T. G MATTHEWS,
I). P. A..
No. 45 Kentucky National Bank Huddle.
Ky
Fred H. Jon-a,
Dial. Pass. A gt.
Memphis. Tenn.
W 0. Adams, 11. H. Sutton,
Tray. Pass. AgO, Tray. Pasta. All..
Tenn Chattanooga, Tenn.
J. A Edson, E. W. LitlIcaurne.
Gen I. Supt., Gomel. P.& L. Agt
Texarkana. Tex. at. Louis. Mn
UDivnity of Yiriinia.
SUMNER LAW LECTURES 'sins weekly': ii n
alit. June. 1.404 nu end 50 It August. Moor
provcd 0.s goal tise,-t.t. to stud not who de-
sign
 to.,.' tie tl clr laud es Al liii or ot he •
Law Schou s; ?old, to 11100C Who pro•-ree to
read pri•elle y; and 3 ti to praetit peer* wi.o
t.ve not had the advent. ge nit *y.tematic In-
struct on For enrols r apioly I r 0. Uni.
cityot Va hr oit.•Ille. Vs. to
John B Minor, Prof am. mad Slat • a.,
or to ha eigh C. Minor, :no rood o.
IT
FG
oordø
sprits CLEAR
Nal EN :E
çtj
a a So SKIN.
• *I D
Lov
cuRES'CONSTIPATIO
IND!GESTION DIZZINESS.
L-RuPTIoNs ON THE oendN
IdEe letES -'"COMPLEX ION
FOR A CAS( IT WILL NOT C1./FIS
An agreeable Iezative and NERVE TONIC.
Sold by Druggists or sent toy mad. 25c.. 5013,
and $1.00 per package. Samplos free.
110 N1 The s"711"2-,l''•-moh.116o
KITCHEN' S
Establishm e n t
on Main street,
near Ninth, is
The Place
You are looking for, it. you
want to find the Very
Latest Designs in
u[nituie
At the Most Reasonable
Prices. Anything in the
Furniture line is to lw
found at his place.
Ile also carries a full line of
Caskets, tk.c., in his Under-
taking Department.
Upholstering a
Specialty.
FATPEOPLE
Pass (Isaarry PILI,f4 will reduce your
weight PERM A N EN1 LY from It to IS
a mouth. 00) STARVING sickness or in'
jury; NO PUBLICITY. They build up the
hea th and beautify the 1,,mplextne leaving
NO w KINK EL:" /,r tiabbieeeti. sTOV l" AlI
Ii. I5ENPI and difficult breathing surely re-
ieved. Ni) EX Phltl Id ENT but • sclentific
and positive relief, adopted only after veers
or exper.ence. All orders slum led direct
front our Price PLO', per package or
three packages for $101) by mail I oedpald•
Teatimoniele ILEIdl particulars sealed • 2cta.
LII Com mpondence strictly Ckmnitestial.
PARK FEMEDY CO.. Boston,
Mass
110•I IA Qt•STI.•. MIST tit /.1.11/1.
NI
eerwereveimenrectereitesanitnagegannesoleAtine
DBMS!
WHITE'S CREAM
ERMIFUGE
FOR 20 YEARS
Has led all Worm Remedies.
FVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
-1. • • •-•
,*••• y
Ar. I r.././..1 .
rn
Bank of Hopkinsville
On HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
AT THE 1.0SE Or III'SINYSie ON Tete
EloiHTEF:NTII DAY OF JUNE, 1894.
ItESOCRCEs.
,g1 Ill*rotinta ....
t.lveodrate, unwett
Ione 1,. tit National Banks
Soup Irmo. tale Hank,. d Monk.- /4
Bank mir II, use and lot. *rd Eix•
It her RIM' FALAI.
Mt., I. * all Howl*
Star le 'oLliti 52
el rem.% . 4 too
Excheio.e. for oteartior 471/ tor
()the- Items Carried aa Cash
et.r,rtt Exyras a .
1.I A 1111.11 I E.:4.
sipitnl ,toeliSpaid in, in cad,
%undo.. 'IR I
Um& • Wed Profits .
Due Ileptudt.
Due N ut pots+ Bank.
Duet-tate Hillis, and Bane. r.
Cm, i t) ‘illentt•
ARIOU1.1..` el Amide ft..' Tax,*
altirt; OF Kt.:NIL-Uhl'?
m sTY or CHRISTIA% 1
J. a; SlePhe:*.in,. a0,1o.r of th II 'nit of
Hoodoo.% • It lo, :.ted a .4
i.o No 2. Main strret, in t•e y 1,..a.-
Iiioss,1 y. oi t..•ontv. I. lug duty ...ono.
..tyt: the I.,regoing Iteport It in All respe-ts a
true st ternebt oot the Cott 'Iti lie of .mid
at the c!‘...t. of h,il',.a. on the Mb oley of Ju e,
0.'44.1.. the toe.. or M. • and I etief:
and to--in er says Mkt Clisin,,s, of a id
Rank has been tranancied Ilt the I cation
named, and not el•ee II re: . ihrt tile ills. IS
report is mole in o• ..... to inure with an official
footle. • ed ir.orio the ho ry of Stmt.
dewy,. tong the ;oh ot gy Of .11111e. RN tilt.
day on vi hich such retort slut I le‘ made.
.1. E. Mul'a ?gigot:. 0 h• hoer.
K.? e A )0 eRELL. Director.
14 It. Br *KM
('. It BUSH.
'ulcer el snot sworn to before ore by
E. Mertio.roson, the 19IN day' .4 June, !Wt.
J. P. Ps
Lk"- y 1-7 C.
In elern, until a few year. ego a
heavy tax was levied nu imitirellac i
Eve.ty umbrella carrier had to pay.
STATE OF K ENIII-Ckli
i
Cocs•re or I 'ii Miter! anS
.1.10 Ituotmell, vice- r I .ent onto'. P'ariter•1.e
think. s Bauk ocatert snot ding b. min as a,
go It. Main Stroet i the 0 ity ..f t.opktes-
vii... In am I 1 l'ountr. ing duly sworn. • .*
thef the fo I•eoine r, t; rt Is ,n •Ii r• creole .
•Irtn;l'oaet,... Irm.leut, Df L0,1' .t.'1.e  ,::,.'llut:,:ni'.itha 1/.4.1.1"ush.
P.fit. tO the :4I ot I.! Ili 010/ o.,,,,.. snot be ler; sr.'
Mom, 401,4.11110 ill.. hism..•• r. of p 11 haw, I,..,
hip,h flh,,,Rete ' at I I.e, . chi ion name.% ot d . t
comitobarce with on i.(1,•-a. notice receiver,
elm %h. re- .nol toe ..o...,.. r .• ;sp.' is ,. a t,. In
,i.id
fs no the Secretary .4 Stale deelig.kiel.tiptiep:ti. e
1.ili day of June. Peit ,.. the dy oe a h
'ouch rep, rt oh./ It I .  IL! ittli t;•1.1..
/4 E. Tsitur.. Director.
suissrrinse •edjlio's424.orBaill:rrfit.urheir‘.rgore. hie Iry I.
1). kunsell. the !tett day of Ju..e. pett,
. Iltar,Lo.LaelfrylTpu,abio ..
Patronize Ward', white roha•ine
parlors, you will find the best werk-
men and the only flr.t class eoaseerf
I'S' lora in the city. Three albite
barbers. Itoorne on West 7 it le reef
near Kentucky New Era Ate,
;.•mmilmn imm.• ••=wor
OUR GREAT
(i1'.IRTERLY REPORT
__or
CITY BANK
()I HOPKINSVILIX KY..
tn ti a Ceicast: or FID8INLNI4, ON TUB
1.1tillTsaNTII DAY OE Jun it, Mi.
RP:SOURCE).
''Ii 1Meounts
•• .• C. ta.F.e.'ll 0.1
•.1.coar.fla, tit:be-cured ..
1..oet.VOtntate ICk's
e on,, Nat "nal Banks= IA..
oon' g aed L t
tit ,clat and Bonds . .
11 WI SI
urea. cy oat is
Kicker(' f.or clearings  0.1.6
Other It/omit:sr:led as Cash .....
C', -rent Ripe.,....
euspenoted Ikbo. 
II A BILITIE4
Capital Rtork Paid in, la ta-b
aurploor Fund
U .,11.14e Profile
Due Deprectorm .
flue "owe Bente and Bankers
Unpaid Dividends
STATE OF KENT CrC/LT
corsory Or CHRI.Y1ANS
W. T. Tandy, I ashler' ofti a Cloy Bask, a
Bank Meat d and doiag bu.i ems at 7t.5 aad
Main s re, to, oat ,e city of Hopti. ••iite, tn
Id cominty. being uu y •worn. MY* that Laa
.regoing Report Is in all respect. a tree Witte-
. CM of the condition of the •• .141 Bang, at the
4.! hu.lat so out the lq.b die of J use, het,
to the lent of 11. knowtedge end 1.ciief; see
•tir he. sgl • that the In. neas of said Bank
nay been traneeted at the lo -at u named,
owl ut else% hoe. ; • nd !la it lii at, ore r.-port
is made Inc.., Mr11•111,* with an othc.al n••tiets
received from lbe Secretary ol 'Ice clesig-
eat ing the Intl. day of June, 1..t.4, to, theta/ ea
whir° such top,rt abaft to, made.
W T. T•snY. towt.leT
R. B. iao,. lilt-COWS%
A. 'TROIS ram:, ••
W. T . I ANDY,
Floibeerliort end sworn to before. me by w.
T. 1 nod,. l'asbter, the halo day of June, 18144,
E. A. Assmot,
Notary. Paw l.;
hrumaa ILY•
$S$T$$$$$$$$$$$111$ 
II 
5,(6- EARID.nroa. 5112lutCAMI lB
eapSial
ue multiplied try cur spormisii y rye- git
ti-tn. We are ex pert indite of the .,ket
s
 
1 enoomoful oryszeitutrs. Book
formation and Patrimonial. of 0. • o Mb
matosners mane tree. W. A. F111.21111
CO.. 1441 uonsieesdi Bldg- CHICAGO ILL a
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $$$
nEARANCE :ALE!
Monday, June 25,
FOR SIX DAYS ONLY!
-The prices below look impossible, yet they ate true. Never,
no never, was sucn bargains offered as we will cffer next week.
Below we give a partial list:
CLOTHING DEPT
Children's Jackets and Pants, worth $1.00 f.,r .79
Blue florial Jack. and Pants - 1.75 for $ 1.29
" " " $2.50-3 00 for 1.79
for 390
it 
" " " 6.00-6.50 for 4.49
worth 600 1t. 4.49
r 2.99
10 00 'cm 749
12 0 ) for 8.99
15.00 for 9.89
16.60 tor 11.99
211,c0 14- 14.49
23.50 for 15.99
All Wool
Cl 6.00
Men's Gray Chevittt Sack Suits.
Bine mixed 16 lf
All wool Sacks and Frocks,
All wool sacks and frocks
All wool sacks and frocks
All wool sacks and frocks
All wool sacks and frocks ,
" All wool sacks and frocks
A special lot of Men's black Garkscrew and Clay
Worsted pants, worth $5.00, 5.00 aud 6.00 fir
Ii CO
OS1•.49.. 70
!.•
15.tuo, to
5.5.2 lz
51.01.4
311
4,41, 27 24
$ !qt.( (1)
25.iou0 0:
1 i1.1101 73
. 110,50,
:XI: VII
7.101.3
2:oltUt
'Ass to
rolo,237 24
FURNISHING
Meti's 1:ubber Armlets, worth
" Mt-tal ar lets worth 4
Cuff holders, worth 1-
QUARTERLY REPORT
Planteis Bank
I we. elsorm o . .1
Or HOPKIN!SVILLE, K V.,
AT 1 tip: CIAlisF: oil %INF:Ss. /N Tli
EloOTEENTI'llAV oFJUNE, 1b94.
It ESI M. JO' Ea.
roans and .
r traits, tins eureit
lItle from la ,14.16:1' uto, k• 2 7s). 73
Due trom Stale ,.IVICra4,4:11. :7
13' ot
to .1
7 ti. I.
Oilier Reel rteut. ... 4 471. to
stocer arid Ito • doo ., a „
14114C10. 14 114 I IS SOSSIS4V: 3:. I%Si '4 .
Porton we cad F. xtureis  2416 2-
f'orr.-nt V • nces• a . I io.v --1
Coats •tol Pee nil. Acotnt .1, 7
,
LIABiLITI F.
capon' -reek Paid 16 .1 :S.' 401,
Saurulli, FII.1 311),01141 i0
trielITI,1041 Pn lits ',red
One 1...o..t.or. 94.3;1 Iro,
line ` tate Rinks •11.1 hankers ,t1II i.
1"- yowl DIviden,la ' 1 44 0,1
Nen' .Aremint . ISIS
Entail set late f.a Ta %ea --------5.44 '...
,---'
192P7S 3.4
ISN.STM
2 49
GOODS
,(5 for .02
10. for .04
.C4
.05
.07
- 23 for 16
French neck Baibriggan 'Undershirts, sold at 35c for 17
Balbriggan Undershirts, worth 5) for 33
Balbriggan Undershirts, w(lorth 75- for 49
Balbrig4an Undershirts, worth $1.(O for 79
French Pepperell Drill Drawers, Stockinet -
- bottoms, worth - , 40 for 25
Scrieen'stPatten Elastic seam drawer., worth $1.00.. for 69
A large lot of sample rhirts just receibed at 50 cents on the dollar.
10 for
Men's Cloth Bare b II belts, all colors, worth 10 for
Suspend.rs, worth . 5 and 10 for
tine suspender., worth
40
of
ai
•4
SHOE DEPARTMENT
-Tn our shoe departmen whieh is composEd of the best makcIA
of Men's, Children's and women' shoes. 1Ve will give
Emer Cent Ofir
-ON ALI. SHOES-
HAT DEPARTMENT.
Children's Saxony Wool Hats, Worth 50 for
Children's fur hats, worth 
- , • 50
Men's Saxony- Wool Crushers, worth ▪ 50
" fur crushers. worth - -
" fin% full shape, worth
" NIL shape, worth
Men's full shape and crush('r, WO: Iii
Men's fuil shape, NYInth
Straton's, all soapes, worth - ;
- 50
1.0)
1.50
2.50
▪ 3.00
- 400
or
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
36
31;
36
36
69
99
1.89
1.99
2.99
Shoul you not see w.lutt you want come to see us; we have it and
I at a price that will make you glad you are 'king to enjoy it.
MIM0111 MIIIN & Shoe Co.
You Can't Afford to Miss Our
15010 OM
1111 • 0
'• 
2.1111 71
I.A.2 a
--
2:17,017
Great 21 Day Clearance Sale.
2.57, 467 st7
iri 1Stla,
And continuing for 21 Pays thereafter, we will
offer our entire stock Of Spring and Smmmer
- Goods ATCOST-No thing Reserved.
This is a most liberal proposition. It made at a time when many of our people
have not bought their goods, and means tolthem a saNing of fully
0N1J EIPD OFF
Of their purchases. Our stock is not broken, each department is full and complete, and
contains the best and most choice goods the Eastern Markets afford. It is unnecessory
to mention PRICES. It is necessary' to add that these goods were bought in New York
City as CHEAPLY as any merchant could bny them. In this
Sale We Don't Ask You Any Profit.
This we give to you. We have employed extra help during this sale and hole all of
our friends can be waited on properly and freap their proportion of benefit of this teatink•
ably liberal proposition. Very Ti Illy limns.
RICHARDS & CO.,
•
Lea.,
• I
•
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MILLIONS IN IT
Fraudulent Indian Dep-
redation Claims
I.•
(N41,000.
Some of the Results of Senator
K) le's Recent Int esti-
cat ion...
The Government Intl (seed upon by
Department Officials.
Sueeial to the New Ira.
Washington. D. C., June IS -Senator
Kyle of South Dakota, chairman of
the Sub-comraiitee on Indian Depre-
datioue, hae succeeded in unearthing
a series of tue most gigantic frauds
ever attempted to be perpetrated up-
on the Government.
They Involve in the aggregate near-
ly $44,000,000 of lotliau depredation
claims, representing more than 11,000
ease., the majerity of which are
either without any basis whatever or
have but • dimsy ease, and are sup-
ported ty totally inadequate evi-
dence. Not more than 2.1 per most of
them are legitimate. These claims
have been railroaded through the
Court of Claims In large numbers
upon meager experts evidence, and
with the oonnivanom It Is believed.
of seven Government °Mottle
of the Harrison Adminletratiou.
Whether this connivance has been
criminal, or merely represents the
efferts of over•zealous officials to
male a reeord,only the most thorough
iuvestigation will discloses. The lu-
dian depredation claims now on tEe
to the Department of Justice are suie
tossed to have their origin in the un-
iawful acts of tribes which, in addi-
tion to being wards of the Govern-
ment, are lacking in amity with it;
that is, upon reservatious and under
laws and regu adieus prescribed by
the Government. The depredations
are of the nature of stock and crops.,
horses and barns pillaged and destroy•
od, and in some cases are based upon
injuries, received in defense of pro-
perty. All the claims are supposed
to be made by citizens of the United
States.
The extravagance of the claims,
and the fact that many duplicatee
and triplicates were found in the files.
taken in connection with the unpre-
cedented action of the department in
compromising many claims, caused
• big stir and a rigid investigation IS
now being made.
Hannon Grove Items.
It seems that the old correspond-
ents have forsaken the KENTUCKY
New ERA, 80 I Will address my first
and only letter for you.
Crops are looking bad owing to the
dry season.
Brother V. M. Metcalfe organized
a Sunday School at this place lest
Sunday week. Only • small crowd
was present, but we hope to have
many more join us moon and be able
to melte It both interesting and in-
structive.
Mrs. Jane Litchfield, who has been
oiously ill tor some time, we are
sarry to say, is no better.
Otho Marquees don't •isit thIs
neighborhood often. I wonder chat
Es the matter?
Mrs. Martha Wilson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Willie Smithson, of
Ms vicinity.
The young men :of this neighbor-
hood have organized a debatiug so-
Misty, which meets regularly every
Wednesday night. Tbe question to
be discussed at the next meeting is
the time honored subject "Which is
the Most Useful to Mau, Money or
Education."
Mr. John Litchfield and Miss Wat-
tle McQuerry were united in the holy
bonds of matrimony. The ceremony
being performed at the bride's home
at 8 o'clock loot Wednesday night.
May they have a long and hippy life
is the wish of Rost; As n Thom
Goias to Hell.
A Memphis minister last Sunday
peached from the text: "le Mem-
phis going to bell?" the Scimitar
thereupon exclaim.:
Memphis going to hell? Why, cer-
tainly. Whoever heard of Memphis
being being behind the times?
WORINS FUNNY SIDE.
TIMELY AND OTHER HINTS
FROM THE HUMORISTS
ammo Pea &ad Ink Sketches Caleolated
ter Make Yoa Smile-Th• Battle of
Llifie Reflected from • Humorous
View.
Gott lag Zest&
Westfield-I got even with that meaii
cad Lawnmo to-day.
Plainfield-That so? How?
Westfield-I pretended to make up
with him, and told him to save a seat
alongside of him in the train for me.
Then I missed the train. As long as
he lives everybody in that ear will con-
Bider him a lia.r and a hog.
Samar Stowe..
Wife (just in from the kitchen)-
Phew! I'm 'most roasted.
Husband-That's queer. I just paid
out a lot of money for a patent im-
proved oil stove for you.
Wife-Y-ees, I know, but if I don't
keep all the doors and windows closed,
it smokes like a steamship.
Didn't Show up.
Strawber -Terrible thing about
Spindle, wasn't it? The poor fellow
didn't turn up at his own wedoing.
Mrs. Strawber-ileavens: What was
the matter?
Strawber -He was fool enough to
put off the ushers' dinner until the
night before the wedding day.
No Language.
Mrs. De Shrew--Do you believe, pro-
f cheer, that animals can talk to one
another?
Professor-Pigeons can't.
"Are you sure?"
"Yes. Pigeons mate but once. They
never get divorced.'
A Maslen' lastranseat
Tin Peddler i Nebo has met with an
secident)-What vill I do now? Effery
wheel off my wagon is broke.
Summer Boarder (consolingly)-
Leave the tins in the wagon just as it
is and perhaps you can sell it to one of
the boarding-house keepers for a piano.
The twit* of the people of this con-
gqual about $10 to each inhabitant.
•
The Lluisville grand jury returned
eighty-five indicments against %se-
men who aeep disorderly houses.
Mt. S. W. Osborne,* wealthy farm-
er reeiti tug near 0 Nen. ire, 1140 Leen
sehmeiged a lunatic, anti sseut to tile
A syIn iii.
Dieeident M. C. Alfold hae iseut
call for a meeting of the State league
of Democratic elute., to be held at
Lexington, June 25.
A corps of engineers is ettgsged iii
surveying a route for the noi ow!
which will, it is thought, he built be-
tween Paducah and Ca i ro.
Mr. W. T. Hieronymouts, aired SS
years, died Friday evening in Clarks•
vi lie, at the ieeidence of his brother-
in law, Capt. T. H. Hymen.
The last report of the Treasurer
of Jefferson county ouowe it to be out
of debt with a surplus of $17,017 62 on
hand. Louisville, however, is deep
in debt.
The people of the United States pay
more taxes than the people of any
other nation on the globe. Tee esti-
mated total of national aud local tax-
ation is $630,000,000.
It inroad earnings continue to de-
cliue. Reports from fifty-live rail-
ways for the fourth week of aley
hecrease of $1,O76,778 or 16 per cent.
over the corresponding period last
year.
The Richmond and Denville rail-
road was sold Friday at Richmond,
Vs., to Drexel, Morgau &Co ,f ir $e0,•
000,000 and will soon be rsorganizoi
according to the plan orlgina:ly in-
tended. The 1.,uleente S utherii
will be a part of the new system.
Hon. David Murray, of Cloverport,
who has been pressed by friend'
throughout the Fourth Congressional
District, has dually conceded to their
pleadings. He is a brother of John
Allen Murray and lieu. thi H. Mur-
ray, who was the Provisional Giv.
oroor of Utah just after the war.
Friends of Mr. E. E. McKay, of
Bsrdstowto are trying to iuduce him
to enter the race also.
The physician's of Orange, N. J ,
have issued a circular tosthe ladies et
the place, advising them to stop kiss.
ing and to wear short skirts during
the prevalence of diphtheria Diets
Kissing, they say, paeses the disease
germs from lip to hp, and long skirts
catch up the germs that are mixed
with the dust of the bighways and
dintribute them about the houses..
R-v. J. S. Felix, formerly pastor of
the Fria Baptist ebureh at 0 wens-
boro, is, it is feared by his friends,
hopelessly insane. He Is confined in
a private sanitarium at Cincinnati.
He seems to be crazoi with the delu-
sion that his soul is lost, and repeat.
constantly: Just to think that I
have given my whole life to saving
o:here and now my soul must be
lost."
The Kentucky court of appeals has
adopted a rule which fixes the time
1 holding the three teems of court in
each year. The September term will
begin the third Monday in Septem-
ber and end the second Saturday in
December; the January term will be-
gin the first Monday in J tit uery, cud
end the last Seturday in March, and
the April term will begin the second
Monday in April and end the last
Saturday in July,
The Liberal Presbyterians have
founded a league. They seek to in -
trench themselves in those constitu-
tional rights in the Church willed'
they hold are likely to be afl-cted by
temporary majorities, to reverse cer
trio burdensome decisions that have
recently been rendered by the counts
oj the Church; to make needed itu-
provemeuts in the book of discipline;
to restate certain (MIMI mieitheim
in theology and thus take stumbling
blocks out of the way of reverent
souls; to secure as soon as possible
-`,1 better declaration of the Faith of
the Church than it now poseesses, if
possible in the form of a short and
simple creed expressed as far as may
be in scriptural language."
CHANCRES HIS MIND.
MIstak• Alsits Or a Moralist Trying to
Teseth a Leeson.
As c.i! gentlemen, with la appear.
--ets IM authority, stood looking at
aurrler of workmen who were putting
upon enormous building, rotates the Ar-
kan etw Traveler. Ile manifested a
keen intere tt in what was going on:
he examined beatus and aerutinDed
the great stone that was to form tile
Arch at the entrance -if the mammoth
structure.
A thoughtful fellow came along, and,
speaking to the old gentleman. asked:
-.Would you object to giving Ili • a
Mei moments of your tinier
-Nn, sir."
'Will you step over here, there
af the won'?"
will."
They stood apart from the busy
world about them. The old gentle-
man looked inquiringly at the thought-
ful-looicing fellow and said:
-Well sir?"
have called you aside to speak a
few serious words to you. Al first it
may strike you that I em presumptu-
ous, but after awhile you will see that
my motives if not commendable, are
at lerea honest Age( came along
there just now I saw you standing in
,elf-forgetful attention, gazing- at the
progress of this great building. and I
wondered if it had ever occurred to
you that it will not betting until-now
pardon me-the great house now gong
up will belong to somi one else. You
are going to protest. I see, but tweet a
moment. Your race in this life is
nearly run. A few days more you as
inanimate at one of those founda ion
storei& will sink beneath the surface
'3f the earth. The anxiety you felt in
!hie great building will be gone-all
vith. you will be over. Please wait
until I get through. We will not
speculate as to thee future, dwelling
elaee of your soul; we will not hint
:hat your deeds have not been noble
and eene-ous enough to insure you
an eternity of peace, but we will dc
this: We will question the judgment
ef a man with one foot on the crum-
bling brink of time, giving up his few
remaining days ia gazing with infant-
hiCe rapture at a building projected
ey greed and executed in vanity
Pardon me. if I 'seem harsh, and force
upon yourself sufficient patience to
listen to me until I am done. A few
more hours and the world will move
on without you. You won't be in it.
as the vulgar saying goes. No one
will miss yon except in a sort of self.
congratulatory way. You will be
moulder nee"
-Hold on," said the moralist, mild-
ly protesting. • -Wait until I have
uttered a few moro words and then I
will let you return to your vain occu-
pation. Now. if I were a wealthy
man and knew my time on earth was
short, what would I do? Put up a
great bit' ding and act as if I were
going to live always? No: I would do
some real good with money; I could
leave behind Inc one man, at least,
who would hold my memory dear. I
would select some poor, grateful fel-
low-now. let me tell you." he sud-
denly broke off- -I am the most
grateful man in this world. In the
jeweled frame of memory I now hold
the picture of a man who gave me 10
cents five years ago. Now, let me
have $.5 please. ''
'Your talk ill worth $5," said the
ald gentleman. -and rm sorry
lidn't let me save it for you."
"Save w
The talk:"
'-How save?"
tdiy tellirg you that Tin not put-
ting up that building-that I merely
stopped hero to look at the workmen.
I am the pastor of the Third Presby-
terian church and-won't you stay
longer? No? Well, good day, and
don't forget to he grateful fur all gna
get, in this life."
Cul
you
A health tel was formerly assess-
ed in many of the German States.
AMMONIA AS A MOTIVE F OWER.
sorve..rui operation ot • Most Propelled
• hy a New Prove...
most successful test wrist made
e t II-0 of ammott.A u-4 a
• r The
t4•-, ..n.1 uasover 6.4.11
in:urtru. I Hal %Va04
In4)St •iitl, fact..r.y. it ii anoeuria iii-
gino plant has been fitted out on the
tug K W. Hartley. which made a trip
up and down the river, subjecting the
new "Will'int, to a praet'eal. b•st. It is
known AN the Campbell ammonia en-
gine syetem. and its workings are
novel and interesting, not only to the
mechanical and seientitie circles, bull,
also to the la) men of the industrial
world.
Any orthuury engine can be con-
verted into a Campbell ammonia engine
simply by the addition of a • 'genera-
' tor," says the Kansas City Journal.
which is much like a boiler. Steam is
used simply for the purpose of heating,
the a qua-ammonia in the generator.
The heated ammonia expels a gas.
leaving a weak solution of ammonia in
the bottom of thie boiler-like affair.
When, by raising the temperature of
the ammonia, sufficient power is gen-
erated. the throttle valve is opened
and the gas passes into the cylinder of
the en teitut, and propels the piston rod
In every way the same as steam. It
is here exhaustol the same ne steam, but
at this point the gas is cooled and con-
ducted back to the generate-. Before
It reaches the latter vessel it is carried
Dy -spray coil" to a point where the
efts -comes :n contait with the am-
monia solution whi has been re-
jected from the generator, and here
the solution in reeharged by absorp-
tion and by the natnrid affinity exist-
tog between water and ammonia.
Ity this means the Name body of
ammonia is used csonstantly, exhaust-
ing itself only to he reeberged Ph
new life and be returned to the gen-
erator. The bailie is truo of the water
used. The 'steam in the generator im-
parts its heat to the ammonia, and le
thereby condensed and carried hack to
the boiler to be used again. In the
Campbell ammonia eneine there is
absolutely no waste. On the other
band. there is a saving of coal. as the
engine can be opt-rated on one-half the
amount of fuel. On the Hartley. only
one of the two furnaces was used. and
there was all the speed and pressure
that could be desired.
Many advantage.; are claimed 'for
the Campbell engine. The principal
one is that the life of a boiler is more
than double.l. The average term o:
service of a boiler is less than ten
years, and a boat is laid up about one-
tenth of the time undergoing repails
to the boiler. Because of the uniform
purity of the water this is done away
with in the Campbell process. and the
boat is in edastant service. This and
the saving of coal are the chief adven-
t/tees} claimed, but not an unimportant
one is the diTensing, with the many
disadvantages of lubricating oils.
These are wholly unnecessary. as the
ammonia itself serves as a:ubricanL
LOBSTER CATCHING.
At th• Fatal Moment the Lobster Pore
gets His I avorits tbalL
A lebeter pot is a simple enough
trap. It looks like an immense bird-
cage made of wooden slats. Both
ends are covered with loose, strong
netting, made of tarred rope. There
Is a hole in the middle of each net.
The trap is sunk to the bottom by be-
ing weighted with stones, and lies on
the bottom in a horizoutal position. A
cod's head or other tempting bait, is
placed under the pot. made stationary
by being fastened on with hooks. Thie
soon :Outsets the lob--Mr, and 'no re-
eonnoitres ahout the pot to tee how he
mny get at the aggravating morsel.
In his skirmishing ho discovers the
opening in the netting at the end of
the trap, and he turns and becks him-
self through it. lie no sooner gets in-
side than he lumiomes aware that he is in
trouble. He looses ell desire tO temple
the bait that tempted him to get in the
serape which ha somehow or other has
etaluenly renlized thnt be is in. Ile
moves about the truP in I* nifiln"
manner, looking tee it way to le t eta,
just as eagerly as he a few minute,
before sought for on openine to get In.
So agitated is he that he forgets
that his pe heal-tan work 1- Iti••
eompliehed backwarde, and net does
not try to get back out of the hole as
he came in, but exert.) himself to hte
utmost to get out head first, a feat his
enormous claws make imposeihje. But
let this crazed lobster be released free,
the rot, he will no sooner be out than
the bait inside tempts him again. and
he owe more deeks for a way to gist
in and seize it. finds the way as before,
backs in, is immediately peniteetreektei
again, and renews his frantic endeav-
ors to escape again.
One of these pots would be no obeta-
tie to the lobster'. freedom if it only
know its power, for half &dozen lobsters
could smash a pot to pleeee in it twink-
ling, or one mweep of a %Melo lobster's
claws wiwld tear the tarred rope !told ite
from the trap as if it had been gauze
Saturday Evening Post.
AN MUNE:. r
Temperance lecturer in New England
Mrs. John Barton. says; "I was cub-
jeet to those deathly sick headeehen
and also dyspepsia. Sulphur bitters
cured me when all other remediee
failed. Mrs Barton is the wife of
John Berton, superintendent of Re-
pairs, Pacific Mille, Lawrence, M ass.
e
Thus., Terrible Date&
Little Miss Mugg Inoticing family
Bible in friend's parlori-Sister Ellen
Will not have our fainilv Bible in the
parlor any more. She says it, isn't
good form.
Little Miss Freckles-I didn't know
your sister was so old as that.
Pleasing the Teacher.
Teacher-\S hy was Solomon the
wisest man in the world?
Boy--lie had no many wives to ad'
vise him.
Teacher ia strong-minded female)-
Well, that is not the answer in the
book, but you may go up head.
Tired: falore's Sw(e1,11oltoar.
INSOMNIA, CONSTIPATiON &
FHEUMATISM
-CURED WITH THE-
ELECTROPOISE!
I s-mit delighted with the Eleetroi
poise. It has cured me of rheum&
TI' insomnia and constipation.
Hats. also found it effee.ive itt eroup
and bilious colic. Not hirer would
tempt me to pert with the little in-
strument. I eernetimee call it "tired
nature's sweet restorer." Often when
tired after prone unusual exertion I
use it for an hour, and feel afterward
as though I heti taken a Mule.
Yours Trete.
Mrs. FRANK LOCKETT,
Henderson, Ky.
ST. VITUS' DANCE.
The Electropoise makes the patient
dance for joy, that this annoying and
aud serious disease has been cured.
My little girl had an attack of St.
Vitus' Dance last year, arid by care-
ful attention and medieal treatment
wan relieved, still her health was not
good, and the attack returned this
spring. We gave the F:leetropoime
trial, and it gave her great benefit,
curing her quickly. and her health is
better than usual. We are very much
pleased with its effect. Mr. A. It.
Jonew and his wife have received
great benefit from the use of the Elec.
tropoise. Yours truly,
C H. Mot-tette,
Owensboro, Ky.
A GREAT FUTURE.
From what I have eeen of the Elec-
trepoise I think it • good th I tug, and
am sure it has a great future.
J. D. REM% F.s,
Owenishoro, Ky.
For a short while only, the Elem.
tropoime will be rented for two months
for $5 00.
For particulars address
DuBois & Webb,
:,4111 Fourth Street,
ARTISANS' 1101IES.
—
HOW GLASGOW HAS IMPROVED SOME
OF ITS POOR DISTRICTS.
The lothien., of M .Ipal Tenements In
 
 Ii -en Iii,' 4 14.411 and
t foldable no Forrii.liedi to the
at Itro......shir
Municipalities are not m exvisarily
wieer than et ei e es Glas-
...see ha- by i tied the human
preblem, lea sle• lee. code some
ieteterimente in the flint-Oen of bright-
ening human life. lam with leee than
half a doetiti be sik4
she is still far foal' !stinting th
wry to a beatific Silt. is ales.
far from having Imeseue ii S4 city
she had tliecipisirtneity bt make experi
ItictlIS in the moet wretelittl 44 her tits-
trios. The experimi nts lint's' suectsid.
and private enterprise- ere, es elsewhere,
has made similar tiele•rineinte and with
similar sueeese.
The municipal tencietntser artisans'
dw -Pings, as they aro variously 'called,
insist if blorks'of Oats en either side
of the Saltmarle t, building:4 are
four stories in height. The ground floors
are (weighed by shops. Thc heuses are
usually arrateeel as that on two !leers
there are three emelt:elite, a tenement of
tsvo rooms lseng (emit side of the
staircase. mid a tenement if one room lei-
tweet' thole There are also several tints
of three roome each. Tin, tenement of
Int. rim on is Ii by 13 feet. It is fitted
with a heel cisme, which is expected to
answer the ',tutees, of a 'seems' osme a
scullery, a large pr (1.4 or cupboard, ti
is drum ABMs r Iola a kits lien range.
Such an spartinie:t rents fur $10 a your.
The !wore( Mil 11 flea hat itsmall lobby
titles! With fl !T o-% or t•lieec-t. On ohs.
stilts of the Is Helier risme
whieh c eilpiseely furliteles1 its a
kitchen. A srullery iteljuitts, Then, to
also a bell alcove in the room. On the
ether side of the lohby mid un the trout
of the lionse i t he 1,4i t ruin, to Willt11
is islet attached a bed tett it. Such it flat
reline for $49.:,0 per 11111111111. 1110 three
roomed flats rent for *80 a year. Gass is
suppled by the city at the usual rate of
60 cents per 1,000 feet. There is a laun-
dry at the top of the hone' for the use
of the tenants. The:el art iseuis' dwellings
ere constructed in the meet substantial
manner. The stairs are stone, and the
stairway walls are tiles or glazed brick,
which Is ea...fly kept clean.
It has long been objected that those
dwellinini de not meet the necessities of
the poorest class of laborers. The rents
were too high for men who work in the
semis or on the docks and at other limbs
of unskilled labor. Glasgow had to esti-
shier whether it were possible fee the
municipality to reach these Melt in arty
way. If it had hese' a tinc,-tion of letting
rooms to single mite the arranyenu nt
could have been nuttle (tastily enough,
But the di'eficulty wt_ s to devise hotnee
for large families, and it usually hap-
peas that in this part of the werlsi the
poorer the man the larger is his family.
flowers ooula he lenit, 'If course, but
could Oat poo 'rest class of laberers tiffs sol
to pay a rent which weuld return to the
municipality an intereet of 2, 3 or -I
per cent on its hive:awe:it? Could the
municipality compete in that respeet
with the owners of red:cries, where
families live in single apartments?
Much deliberation was given to the sub-
ject. It was found that the Municipality
conld put up a block of anikstiuttial
buildings to meet the wants of the chess
hitherto left nntouchisi, but that it
would not practiesible to provide any-
thing noire tlagi what are railed "one
roomed houses"-e-that is to say, one
room to a family. To let sure, the resells
eould he divided by a partition rt aching
withiti two or three feet of the ceiling,
tue sleeping ittarter thns st-panitLs1
from ORO COI 'king flUltrter.
It was finally ilisiided that a block of
single _room tenements shonhl be ef
'eructed. A place wits cleared nt the
rear of a bloek of artisans' tiwellinge,
and a Oat!' building of three eteriese war
erected, with feur single Ts tenements
un each fluor. two in the front and twit
behind. Thee.. tverti hit at rents well
within the nouns unskillisi lution,raTh.. it hits
teem nllesi eince. The teexhiment
is Iluancialiymweesisful, but In other rti•
there is little to be' wail( fssr it. Of
.seiNe t lis• upart metes are larger, lighter,
eealtioer, Iseter built than any single
menu temetuutite ia tip, 11141 rusukeries
Neverthele 'us the objections to tips mast
mg of a tinnily rexhil are not there-
by removed. They are merely nil nimitasi
timidjy nituilu
paltry is justified iii doing p,
perpetuate the struglis MOM tenement ere-
mite fie. families.
Thecuustruistiouitf Glasgow's Muni('
mai toe-meta liteuess, v.-11,410T th,•
better clam' se of ties posirer, is admira-
ble The arairw..ys, Ising bnilt entirely
imeeiliry. are tionsequently fireproof
Tin. stairs tioseeielves awl the huiull floor
are of stone, tied the. walls of the lialb
:ire faced with glazisi tile* or glaze4'
bricks., :IA t Ia ea.e. may be, and, as I liars
said, are s asily kept clean.
A very large amount of work yet re-
mains to be deflect' the ninnicipal estate
,t'll:(43 COUPS, under the ailministratior
the lanprovcinent fund. Old houses art
still being torn down, and erowded area
are bring cleared away. Of course al"
title is a very expensive badness. But it
ts being gradually carried on so that tie
oast may riot fall excessively on any
single year. -Glia.gow Cori. Boston 'Lir
aid.
------ 
—
A Retie stebeatel.
When commendine the Ihdatea sorer
Year's ;thee ti a' Duke i1 Ellinburgh calks!
in plain clothes en an aril-Oral, who re-
buked him the stiff greeting, "i
sip add beim very y to rissivi
your is Tal highness oa any other ocea
,ft ,11, hit ntiliappily at this moment
ein caps etiog vi -it trim the captain of
the tedats ' TI ii' lllIkl• 'KWIC t.
;it Olt his uniform.--Sat
Fiance:co Argiment-
Baeklen's Dies Salve,
The Beat Salve in the world rot
Cuts, Bruises, Sore., Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, 'letter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
ell Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. If is
guaranteed to give perfect eatisfac-
pion or money refunoed. Price 2.5
tents per box. For Sale by R. C.
Hardwick, Hopkinsville Ky.
Germany pees $10,000.000 a year
taxes on ealt and $13,100,00 on finger
rou reel wean
.d all porn t take
.3WIP S IRON BITTERS
Until stew, forty years ago, the
Peetan Gevernieut levied a tax on
cats.
"Give every man thine ear, but re-
serve thy jedgment" and use 'te. C.
C. Certain Cousrh Cure' for Coughs',
Colette croup. Le.Grippe, Ac. Sold
by It. C. lierdwick.
The French people pay over $10,000
AM • year taxes on their window.
See the World's Fair For Fifteen
iyison receipt of your address and
fifteen cents in postage maniple we
will mail you prepaid our Souvenir
Portfolio of the World's Columbian
Exposition, the regular price is Fifty
cents, but as we want you to have
one, we make the price nominal.
You will find it a work of art and a
thing to be privet. It contains full
page views of ihe great buildings,
with descriptions of same, and In ex-
ecuted in highest style esf art. If not
sat isfied with it, after you get It, we
will refund the stamps and let you
keep the bonk. Address
H. E. ButgLis &Co., Chicago, Ill.
••••
Male servants are taxed In Great
Britain and several other contries.
Four pontyunes, two dimes and a
half, two bite or a quarter of a dollar
will buy a bottle of "C. C. C. Certain
Cough Cure." It cures Coughs,
Colds, LaGrippe, In. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Finland is the least taxed country
In, Europe. The total taxes amount to
only $4 per head of population.
For Malaria, Liver 'iror,
ble,orIndigestion,use
BROWN' S IRON BITTER
Chums
, c
N vat 1.1.318 to 1, etuot (tray Real Estate, Collectingflair to it• Yoldiv,
5 • o • .
••
nia11241
1 •• karker• %Hoerr •
11,1,L n. I
HINPERCORNS.Os at ....uggitita. sr NIX,* a CO, N. if
ridlehesters. Essathit floineasod Itrsaff.
and Insurance Agency,
Hoplisville. Ky.
111
Two Doors North of
NNY or
O 
PILLS Court House.
Or n,I l•n. s y 4;.nulns.j. a's have mu our lut,).10 valual .•
urn ati.1 Farm Property fur se, ul
. , - • , • , 
. • I sot • Wall mild pee our list.
stle
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
L,,11,1'1,, E ()1.1)• I, IIT•11
 Mutual Benclif Life Ins, Co,
T—L61..... • a.
IT POPS.
Effervescent, too.
F.xhilarating, appetizing.
Just the thing to build up the
constitution.
Hires' Rootbeer
Wholesome and strengthening,
pure blood, free front boils or
carbuncles. General good hteltli
-results from drinking HIRES'
Rootbeer the year round.
Package makes five gallons, 25c.
Ask your druggist or grocer for it.
Take no other.
Send seeset stamp to the Ch•ries F. ef;re•
Co.. 117 Arch St.. Philadelphia, tor beaute.
lasi meters cards.
...i.
THE BEST
BLOOD PURIFIER 
,
IN THE WORLD.
WHY SUFFER with that chronic
disease? Do you want to die? sul-
phur Bitters will cure you as it has
thousands.
WIIY do you suffer with that
FOUL, OFFENSIVE BREATH?
You need not if you use Sulphur ,
Bitters. They never fail to cure.
Operatives who arefloielyeontined
In the mills and workshops; cl rks
who do not have sufficient exervj ;0,
contin I i14. 1041rq,and all who are .11I
Sil.)111,1 iiSt` Sulphur Bitters. They '
will not then tie
WEAK AND SICKLY.
Is pour Breath invaire. I. 
Stomach is out of order. SUI1,1,11-
Bitters is the best medicine to take.
Sulphur Bitters will build you tie
and make you
STRONG AND HEALTHY.
At this dawn of wiimanhood, Sul-
phur Bitters should be natal
Bend :1 2-cent stamps to A. P. Ordway efs Co.,
Boston,Maan. , f or beat medical work published
TABLER'S Di!
BUCKEYELLL-E
C 9
".•I xL
nus rtLES.
-.maw 1•11••••••••••11.••••• 1••••••• =.41.a•••••••••
A 'IRE and CERTAIN CURS
kncten for 15 years as the REST
REMEDY FOR PILES,
referee by MS II•bloo.14 T MIK Si,', •"f cat to,
- - --
16-11.1.1.1ae'ves
Sate
Paying
Doctors'
Bills
LIB. KB000TDANBA17M
THE GREAT REMZDY
- FOR ALL BLOOD AND SKIN D,SEkSES -
Hee nee b teste
n.,,, pht Ito:. r••••111.
for 50 pan. •nd bola to
rare quick); and
SCRarULA. ULCERS. ECZEMA.
ReEeVATiStA, r8PLIS, ERuPTIONS.
urn sll nuthrber (It FuTIS. !mei sieve arn.
hr.:MS(1 W,ION. 111•.ea-t-iy . no, tio. oa.st
lortt.ssene otasa..... If do-,-, .r,-
ion si. 
fr I
1"-or.• 51 her Mane, 4 t.ttle. for Si. for
00' by dourifot.
SENT FREE .011D? firs 1 - 1(1rurs.
BLOOD BALK CO , Atlanta. Ga
11.111.11.110111. 111.10.1"....4
For sale by R C. Pard wick.
•
FATPEOPLE
PARK ClItIrgITY FtLu.a will minee your
w meet Pl. It34 A N ENI m e fr.io re to ii,„,
• mouth, NO STARVING el, k• 0.55 or In-
Hpy; No PUBLICITY. Tbey tiolol up the
Se a th aril I es utIff, the comp'. k not I. avieg
NO WI INKELS or tient, ne.•. (AA' Alt
Boll ENS and di MVO% breathing sure!, ,
heved. Ni) F.XPERIMKNT but a set,
anti remove settee •dopistl only after
or eeperserce. All onto. atiVP led "
troll Price I' package .
three packager for It is hy mail I o.s paid .
Testimonials rind particulars (sealed 2e1....
All Curry spondenc,e eteletl)
PAr- K FEMEDY CO., Boston,
Mass.
LARGEST STOCK. ARTISTIC DESIGNS
T FAIL 10 LAL.A.
MISS IDA ALLEN,
—THE MILLINER—
Ninth Street, next door to
John Moayon's.
Aly stock is larger than ever be
fore. It evibraces, everything nice in
ladies', ni: ses' raid children's head
wear. I Late /ilia twelve years ex-
perience as a trimmer, and feel that
I am justified in believing I can
please the most fastidous. Me
prices are ',he lowest and would ap-
preciate your patronage greatly.
l'lease v.11 before making your ur-
chases.
ALL TN KOVELTIES. LOWEST PRICER
TR= tillZ•T COMM
Where all others fall, e, Cro ,p Sore
throat, Nsarseness, Whooping Cough and
Asthm•. For Consumption it has no rival;
has cured thousamis, and Will CUR* YOU rf
taken in time. Hold by Druggists or a guar-
antee. For a Lame Bark or Chest, use
SHILOwa BELLADONNA PLASTERMc.
!LOH'S CATARRH
REMEDY.
svey'-ue atarr r 'I Ws Is "tiaras.
teed to cure vou. 0.41. !riled -sr tree.
$$$t$$ $ $ $$$$$$
$ 115,q, $
at rimy toe multiplied by bur epernlathar ors- fie
iett teiu. We are expert ju.lges iif the market .41,
S And auceeinful operator. 
Book wit.' full
Information and testimonials of our 
,g,, 
many
mintorners mail...1 foe. W. A. FRAZIER • $
no CO., 1141 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
* $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ S $5555
Attorney .At Law.
Special attention fetid to t I e
den of °Wine. Office over Planter
Bank,
Of Newark, New Jersey.
AllIZI
Total Asset., January 1st, efts,
Ca Policy Borders since or-
grinIzat.mn,
Surplus,
Losers paid In K. tit kicky over
LtrEl PLid ic Chrigioo Carty
Charles J. Mellor!. *5 000t Wm,
M. N1'est, $3 000; John It. Penick,
$3 000: John J. Anderson, $1 500;
W. T. Radford, $7 500.
After second year no restrictions
as to residence or occupation. No
forfeiture in case of lapse; incontes-
tible.
Cash loans made up to one-half of
the reserve on assignable policies.
THE BEST CO TRACT EVER
OFFERED:
K. W. SMITH & CO., Stat*'
Agent's, 54'2 W. Main tit.,
SYPHILIS
1—r• ly cartel
I-, • '•• lo •
Ittotteltyd.nder
C004 !Ant Di CO.. Chicago. III
PfitIFEg(11)NAL CARD
A NI)tiltiON. J. B. AtbaNswoern.
ODER & ALLENSWORTB
-Attorneys At Law,-
HOPRINSVILLF, - KENTUCI“
Office in Hopper Block-Up Stains.
St eclat attention given ti colts:.
tint',
Manning Brown
MD,
Pract'ee limited to duscaaem ,,(the
Eue, Ear, Nose and Throat-
Office in McDaniel Building, Oppo-
site Court Hemet.,
HOPKINAVInLE, KENTUCKY.
E. P. RUSSELL,
(Formerly of Elkton, Ky.)
Physick: Strgin.
—01114‘e at Dr. Hirkman's Old Stand,
1.'111.1 oat raat
HUNTER WOOD,
Ailoriloy Al Law,
IFYFICN IN HOPPER HUCK., VP NTAIlic•
Wi,. os action in in. cowrie Os Obrtsikai
end adintatns sonntisa dew
- 
iehl
PARKER'S
HAIR BALS Canis & Wallace, BUCKNEli & rlAYS
REAL ESTATE.
AND
INSURANCE
ACE NCY.
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
II IV PROPERTY FOR sALE.
Tv." story frame reel-it-see, 2 acre Isit.
▪ eivit ;se , C1110441/16 CAW.. In v
Mt ,.u., at' van bv k,-1,ist all arlbaulia.
1,11,-e And 11-1710/, ra.y.
Two story frame smelling and 2 acre lot,
eat 7th spletod revl.lenee.
Brick dwelling, Ir room-. vestibule halls,
3 hr.,. lot, trees., Ph rubber) afoot toot-hut dolga,
Near!) new, beet II 101.1CLCCI in ell).
leers' ogler. oireet-
1 ottage and lot on north elite 9th at., mat
5 53,,,p'.,00.011 &taste ..athe ilechurch.WLot ilda ft.
1 wo tots, each 001143 ft., north side Vthitt One Cat e.bUm' to .
3,(01,1,111.41F1 Lot on south Side sth at, opposite C athollc
ebilich.
Cottage and acre I,ot north side 9th et, a. -
Mining MTS. 1-111/41111.1111111.
Acre lot on 91b St &limning tile above.
Cot inc.- and lot obalue It Oil Weill side Jai-
up'e avenue.
Elegant twee siory frame residence, ccrow
11111. and Cainmut street.
Brick residenee mid lot if25.sx13.2 ft. Corner
Cienipbell and lltl,
iteeelet.ce 01stl 1-2 :i2 ft, corner 12th and
Campbell ale..
Dealrie,re derePing and lot with trees
shi uhtery and grecii-home, west side Brow.,
betvi refs Bid alit 415. eta, at a bar gain
Dwelling and lot about Tirsauti, south aide
east 703.1.
Lot Swale, ...circler Belmont and th its
Finest lot on 7th street.
Buseinew lot 19 1-S1119 ft.. 7th B. next to
New Era office.
riuilI,rs-s 04 aSx119 ft. corner Water and its
eta., hear O. V. freight depot.
Eleasiot reeittence Iota on South Virginia
at, sal 0(1. to al ley. Real residence prover ty
in the eilv and at a be. grin.
SUBUItl;AN l'ItoPEHTY.
MA as. 11/11 II .) f•solos, lilt 1141"41, juin Pal
▪ riekr II,.IWW011 Cemetery
Desirable residence luta on east 710 sit, jar
out ab limits,le city 
laminable lots 'seat of North Meou it, jai
out all., city I inalta.
Si' aa'-,,-, Iced/1461e redolence I..ta, one ml,,
south from city , on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
bloot farm of IIS acres on ioreenville road,
miss from city, will divide it if desired.
142 recre farm 3 miles east from Crofton
iiood l.iuiot, ue land.
Farm of Y23 acres, Well Improved., Kea/
lewshrad, at a bantam.
Fine Kdi acre stock farm. well Improved
n miles from Honk insville, abandanos ot
timber at,' running water.
Farm of 135 /sires, rear Montgomery, is
Trigg county, Ky , well ern pro. ed and with
aan bundance of Umber acd water. good
'might...1'11mA and flue land. A bargain.
We hare fine farms ranging from 2911P to 120
acres and In price from SA to i&04 rem
acre, ball on or address!.
BUCK.,TER & HAYS.
01‘,'T
WORK
—ON-
13 tirii
13 co 4:3 r
There ale many hair
growers made in the
United States and else-
where, but the thing to
do the work is
ralmt's
Will grow a mustache,
beard or any kind of
hair at any place on
human or animal skin.
- 
-------
- 
Sent secure-
HUGH50 NIcKEE ly sealed to
any adoress.
F. W. Blest Plizrm3ri1 Co.,
Covington, Hy
COLUMBIA BICYCLES,
Victor Bicycles,
y racuse Bicycles,
Eagele Alt air Bicycles,
Waverly Bicycles,
Templar Bicycles,
Also a Line of Boy's Wheeles.
ALL ON INSTALLMENT NAN!
FORBES & BRO.
CERULEAN SPRINGS,
TRIGG COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
S. W. GUNN & CO„ Prop's.
Welty, is situated on the V. Railroad, II ml es front Prine-ton and le
miles. from Hopkinsville, mud le opeu the y-ear round. FOUR ItAINa
This fatrirois health seed veleereure resort, the oldest in Western Ken CO MMISS 10
THE TUB THAT STANDS
ON !TS OWN BOTTOM
'ILAIRETTE
SOAP
SOLD EVERY1111FRF,
Pti rt" THE N.K.FAIRBANK COMPARy.5T.Lotis
55
The Beat Shees 'or
tor Least Money. WI L. DOUGLAS
$3 SHOE 1U8
E0- .1a, Nottran Waternrnof, Best Shoe sold at the vacs.$4
ival Custom sort., costing Oven 50 10 and *Lao Drove thee.
O $3.80 Pollee $hoo, 3 $ole..Best la ag Shoe ever sera&
112.80, and $2 Shoos,
Unequally.* st the prom
Boys 1$2 81.78 School Shen
Ate t •• • Ser. los,
LADIES'
ALL lkti.
STYLE:404p
DEALERS who push the sale of W. L. Douglas Shots gain customers,
which helps to increase the sales on their full 1* o' goods. They ear
afford to Nell at a lees prost...• w• helksvn wale Wffs• sal; y 117 hurled wit yams
footwear of the denier advertised bedew. fres Irma pliastlas.
For Sala by MAMMOTH CLOTHINC it/SHOE CO..
$3, 12.30 $2, $1.75
heat Diesel:me, ley lisle, Portia*
YOWL' seed ry leedatele.168•11
la Lao w arid. All Myles,
loam.. ups. havlag
Deegan. Oboes. Raw.isese prim stamped sois
looney's, kirmas twit
Mass.
flIcipkInsville. Ky.
micIrcima
- St's lea and Prices to suit all purchase's. Make your own tams-
HOW MUCH and WHEN you want to pay—we furnish the Bicycle&
1TIIEPALINT9r.—
As handsome a line of colors as can be found anywhemanA the air
sortment is kept complete. When your selection is made you are not
told "we are just out of that shade." As to quality-we will satisfy you
that "W. P. P." (Wieder's Prepared Paint) makes a better job for looks
and durability than any Paint you can buy. and at leas cost than even
Lead and Oil. When you buy a gallon of -W. P. P." you get the rnited
State's !itandard Gallon of 231 cubic inches, full measure and more
WEIGHT than any Paint known to us. And if ONE GALLON will not
cover 300 SQUARE FEET-TWO COATS-we will not accept pay for
what is lacking, but furnish it free. Remember too, you ladies who may
see this,, when you wish to pant a hearth, grate, chair or other small arti-
cles, you don't have to buy larger packages than is needed. 15 cents iii
often sufficient for such things.
GUS y uNG!
New Hardware Store 7th and Virginia Ste.
C. H. LAYNE,
•
Suocessor to Polk Candu,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
with and drivers, furnished day or night. spews,, rats. to Coe. 
nen. Stable are-proef and commodious; good lot room allietaime s 4* wawa/ ro-retM
sidle&
Special Attention Given to Boarding Horses,
QEO1D, MATTINGLY NO
DISTILLERS
Kentucky SUNSHINE Whiskey.
AND WHOLESALE
—DLALICR8 IN 
AMMER —BUSCH BEER
OWENSBORO - KENTUCKY
HES AN ARTIST
- -AND SO IS 
OURC UTTER
It you want to see an elegant assort
ment of imported suitings, vestings and
pantings, don't forget the
CO3.c1 Neeallia.13143•
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
spectfully invite you to call and inspect mu NOBBY line
and get prices that will astonish you, for the next 30 days,
Yours Truly,
N. TOBIN.
NAT GAITHER JAR. WERT
Caither & West,
- TOBACCO:I--
M:11E11NTDu; ii 
1HE BuTEL ACCOMMODATIONS ARE UNSFPASSED !
:11.1AtIr i&4;',.71::ate Watu AIN:duce!
T.- nip--rat it l)f 1 1 1.)1 11r WM,Pr greee, ii cw; riff from a lio1.1 soul trtsv•
en (siting sfring. ,eN EXCELLEN1' 1 1-ALIAN Sl'ItING BAND ON
HAND. Kates reasonable ant made known on application. Address pro-
prietor's,
s_ C+-7._TN1NT cr.iz CC.,
For Descriptive Pamphlet aul Full Perticalare. -.intoner piemson now open.
rmtimmtmtmltmmr,,
E WARE OWSLE1,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
4::$MPARiCON
•--
•-- 13T3I1.01:3I1VGIP.
EE ilOPKINSVILLE, KY.
GEORGE A. CLARK, Cutter.
GEORGE W. YOUNG
-- MANUFACTURER I CF- --
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Slate And Iron Roofing,
Guttering and all kinds of Job Work,
Seventh Street,
piopacirrs7711-11- - ZZ.:"7"
h
Prprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSL.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
W. E. ltAtisl, B. E. COOPED.
Ragsdale, Cooper it Co.,Ko
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETV1 ERN TF:NTI1 AND ELEVENTH,
- - - Kentucky.
Sivnial attention to sampling and selling tobacco. Liberal advanoementa
made on consignments. The farmers of Christian county will find it
their interest to patronize the Hopkinsville market.
, W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman.
CAR LOAD LOTS
SEINGLES,
FLOORING
AND CEILING
4::›1\T I-KANT:1
J. IT. IDAQG
it.,1.111 b I I,. l're.•, h•nt S. It I,. 'NO, Vice Pmeldent W. T. TANDY, Cashier
C IT= IBMZ&MITICm.
I ti'llttL 860,000 00
C.orw. or illso.r•nth s..& ahtsalia Intrao tt.s.
RPLUS .110,000.00
UNDIVIDED PROFITS 86,000.00.
Beak Offers Its Services Te The labile as a Safe Deposita,
eeteashes-toseehallea0GWVeWt ''•*t.Np,4.-h;;J;e1
1
